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Abstract: We discuss consequences of the breaking of conformal symmetry by a flat or
spherical extended operator. We adapt the embedding formalism to the study of correlation
functions of symmetric traceless tensors in the presence of the defect. Two-point functions
of a bulk and a defect primary are fixed by conformal invariance up to a set of OPE coef-
ficients, and we identify the allowed tensor structures. A correlator of two bulk primaries
depends on two cross-ratios, and we study its conformal block decomposition in the case of
external scalars. The Casimir equation in the defect channel reduces to a hypergeometric
equation, while the bulk channel blocks are recursively determined in the light-cone limit.
In the special case of a defect of codimension two, we map the Casimir equation in the
bulk channel to the one of a four-point function without defect. Finally, we analyze the
contact terms of the stress-tensor with the extended operator, and we deduce constraints
on the CFT data. In two dimensions, we relate the displacement operator, which appears
among the contact terms, to the reflection coefficient of a conformal interface, and we find
unitarity bounds for the latter.
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1. Introduction
Conformal symmetry imposes powerful constraints on the dynamics of a theory and greatly
reduces the number of model dependent physical quantities. This is a blessing, and at the
same time a downside, since very symmetric theories are less rich in structure. However,
conformal field theories (CFTs) are redeemed by the notable fact that they describe a
wealth of physical phenomena with great accuracy, thanks to the robust mechanism of
symmetry enhancement which goes under the name of renormalization group. More sur-
prisingly, they even encode the secrets of quantum gravity [1].
Due to the non-linear action of the special conformal generators on flat space coor-
dinates, the constraints imposed by the conformal group on correlation functions can be
annoyingly complicated, especially in the case of operators carrying spin. Luckily, the ac-
tion of all generators can be linearized by embedding the physical space in a bigger one
[2]. The physical d dimensional space is embedded in the light cone1 of Rd+1,1, and the
linear action is given by the usual Lorentz transformations in (d+ 2) dimensions. Spinning
operators in (d+ 2) dimensions have more degrees of freedom than their lower dimensional
counterparts, so this redundancy needs to be resolved by a gauge choice. The machinery
to do this was elucidated in [3] (see also [4]), where an algorithmic way of constructing
conformally covariant correlators of symmetric traceless tensors (STT) was set up.
In the present paper we adapt the embedding formalism to the presence of an extended
operator, which preserves a large subgroup of the conformal symmetry of the homogeneous
vacuum. Technically, we consider correlation functions of local operators constrained by
SO(p+1, 1)×SO(q) symmetry, with p+q = d. This is the residual symmetry preserved by
a flat or spherical p-dimensional extended operator placed in Rd, which is usually referred
to as a conformal defect. To fix ideas, in what follows we shall mostly stick to the picture of
a flat defect, but we explicitly discuss the spherical case in subsection 2.3. The discussion
is easily adapted to defect CFTs in conformally flat spaces.
Besides the symmetry breaking pattern, a specific conformal defect is defined by the
CFT data that completely specify the correlation functions of local operators. The fusion
of primary operators in the bulk is clearly unaffected by the defect, and controlled by the
usual bulk Operator Product Expansion (OPE), of the schematic form2
O1(x1)O2(x2) ∼ c123 |xµ12|∆3−∆1−∆2 O3(x2) + . . . (1.1)
However, knowledge of the set of scale dimensions ∆i and coefficients cijk is not sufficient
to compute the correlation functions. The defect possesses local excitations, the defect
operators Ôi, whose conformal weights ∆̂i are not related by symmetry to the bulk ones.
When a bulk excitation is brought close to the extended operator, it becomes indistin-
guishable from a defect excitation, and the process is captured by a new OPE, with new
bulk-to-defect OPE coefficients:
O(xa, xi) ∼ b
OÔ
|xi|∆̂2−∆1Ô(xa) + . . . (1.2)
1We focus on Euclidean signature, the extension being obvious.
2We gather our set of conventions in appendix A.
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Here we denoted by xa the coordinates parallel to the flat extended operator, and by xi the
orthogonal ones. The defect OPE (1.2) converges within correlation functions like its bulk
counterpart. Furthermore, the contribution of descendants of a defect primary Ô, i.e. its
derivatives in directions parallel to the defect, is fixed by conformal symmetry. Precisely as
the bulk OPE coefficients cijk appear in the three-point functions of a homogeneous CFT,
the coefficients b
OÔ
determine the two-point function of a bulk and a defect operator. The
existence of this non-trivial coupling between primaries of different scale dimensions is the
trademark of a non trivial defect CFT. Its functional form is easily written down in the
scalar case:
〈O(x)Ô(0)〉 = b
OÔ
|xi|∆̂2−∆1 |xµ|−2∆̂2 , (1.3)
while it is one of the task of this paper to treat the case of spinning primaries. Among
the bulk-to-defect OPE coefficients, the one of the identity plays a special roˆle, as it allows
bulk operators to acquire an expectation value:
〈O(x)〉 = aO|xi|−∆1 . (1.4)
Here, following the literature, we employ the notation aO for bO1̂.
Finally, defect operators can be fused as well, so that one last OPE exists, which
can be written just by adding hats to eq. (1.1). When considering correlation functions of
defect operators, we are faced with an ordinary conformal field theory in p dimensions, with
some specific features. The rotational symmetry around the defect is a global symmetry
from the point of view of the defect theory, so that operators fall into representations of
the so(q) algebra. Moreover, unless there is a decoupled sector on the defect, there is no
conserved defect stress-tensor. Indeed, energy is expected to be exchanged with the bulk,
so that only the global stress-tensor is conserved. From a more formal point of view, if a
separate defect current existed, the associated charge would translate the defect operators
that couple to it without affecting bulk insertions. But such a symmetry is compatible with
eq. (1.3) only if b12 vanishes. Besides the defect stress-tensor, which encodes the response
of the defect to a change in its intrinsic geometry, other local operators might be present,
which are associated to variations of the extrinsic geometry. Finally, there is always one
protected defect primary for every bulk conserved current which is broken by the defect.
In particular, the breaking of translational invariance induces a primary which is present
in any local theory: the displacement operator. This primary appears as a delta function
contribution to the divergence of the stress-tensor - see eq. (5.22) - that is, it measures
its discontinuity across the defect. The displacement vanishes for trivial and topological
defects. More generally, since the normalization of the displacement operator is fixed in
terms of the stress-tensor, the coefficient of its two-point function is a physical quantity3,
which is parametrically small when a continuous family of defects connected to the trivial
one is considered.
3In fact, analogously to the central charge, the Zamolodchikov norm of the displacement is the coefficient
of an anomaly in four dimensions [5]. We will not treat the problem of defect anomalies in this paper. For
recent work on the subject, see also [6, 7].
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These remarks conclude the overview of the CFT data attached to a generic defect4.
Any correlation function of local operators can be reduced to a sum of bulk-to-defect cou-
plings by repeatedly fusing bulk and defect operators. Yet the coefficients ai, bij , cijk, cˆijk
are not independent: they obey crossing symmetry constraints, one instance of which we
will consider in section 4.
Our aim is to put together a toolbox for analyzing a generic Defect CFT; this should
be useful to tackle specific examples. In fact conformal defects appear in a variety of
situations of phenomenological and theoretical interest. The prototypical example is pro-
vided by boundaries and interfaces, whose conformal data have already been characterized
in general dimensions5 in [9, 10]. Two-dimensional boundary and interface CFTs are as
usual under far better control - see [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and many others - but higher
dimensional conformal boundaries have been also extensively studied both in statistical
and in high energy physics. With the only purpose of illustration, let us mention a few
examples. Surface critical exponents of the φ4 theory have been computed numerically [17]
and perturbatively [18], and recently CFT predictions for correlation functions were tested
on the lattice using the 3d Ising model with a spherical boundary [19]. The enhancement
from scale to conformal symmetry in the case of a boundary was considered in [20]. In high
energy physics, boundaries and interfaces can be engineered holographically [21, 22, 23, 24],
while the systematic exploration of superconformal boundary conditions in N = 4 SYM
was carried out in [25]. Recently, the study of the CFT data associated to the D3-D5 brane
system was initiated in [26], while the spectrum of defect operators on the NS5-like interface
was considered in [27]. Defects of higher codimensions are equally common in high and low
energy physics. Wilson and ’t Hooft operators are pre-eminent examples [28], but surface
operators also play an important role in gauge theories: in fact, order [29] and disorder
[30] two-dimensional operators, analogous to Wilson and ’t Hooft lines respectively, can
be constructed in four dimensions. Again, lower dimensional defects also arise at brane
intersections - see for instance [31]. Low energy examples of defects include vortices [32],
magnetic-like impurities in spin systems [33], localized particles acting as sources for the
order parameter of some bosonic system [34], higher dimensional descriptions of theories
with long range interactions [35] etc. Finally, the defect CFT language can be fruitfully
applied in the domain of quantum Entanglement [5].
Besides specific examples, one more motivation for our work is provided by the recent
progress in exploring the space of CFTs using the conformal bootstrap [36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42]. The bootstrap program has recently been extended to conformal defects [43, 44, 8],
but not all the tools required to tackle the problem in the most general situation have been
developed. We make some steps in this direction by providing information on the conformal
blocks for a two-point function of scalar operators. Specifically, we solve the Casimir
equation corresponding to the defect OPE eq. (1.2) exactly, and the one corresponding to
the bulk OPE eq. (1.1) perturbatively in the light-cone limit. Moreover, in the specific case
of a codimension two defect, and for equal external operators, we map the bulk Casimir
4Interfaces make a small exception, for they require the set of data to be slightly enlarged [8].
5Our discussion of the Ward identities is based on the one of [9], extending it to defects of codimension
greater than one.
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equation into the one for the four-point function without any defect, so that all the known
solutions to the latter translate into solutions to the former. A thorough analysis of the bulk
Casimir equation, however, lies outside the scope of this work, and is left to a forthcoming
paper [45].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a review of the embedding
formalism and to its application to the defect set-up. In particular, the rules for projecting
correlators to physical space are explained, with a few examples. In section 3, we derive
the tensor structures that can appear in correlation functions of spinning operators. The
reader who is uninterested in the details can safely skip them, and directly apply the rules
explained in the previous section to obtain the correlators in physical space. The crossing
symmetry constraint for a scalar two-point function is treated in section 4. Finally, section
5 is dedicated to the Ward identities obeyed by the stress-tensor in the presence of a defect.
We also derive constraints imposed by those identities on the CFT data, and illustrate the
procedure in a few examples. Some technical details and some useful material are collected
in the Appendices.
2. Tensors as polynomials and CFTs on the light-cone.
In this section, we will first review the main properties of the embedding space formalism,
and then adapt it to the presence of a defect.
The embedding space formalism is especially useful in studying correlation functions
of operators with spin, so let us start by recalling a first useful device to deal with the
index structures. In this paper, we will be concerned with operators that are symmetric,
traceless tensors (STT).6 Such tensors can be encoded in polynomials by using an auxiliary
vector zµ:
Fµ1...µJ (x)→ FJ(x, z) ≡ zµ1 . . . zµJFµ1...µJ (x), z2 = 0. (2.1)
The null condition on the auxiliary vectors is there to enforce tracelessness of the tensor
F . The correspondence is one to one, and the index structure can be recovered employing
the Todorov differential operator [48]:
Dµ =
(
d− 2
2
+ z · ∂
∂z
)
∂
∂zµ
− 1
2
zµ
∂2
∂z · ∂z . (2.2)
Notice that this operator is interior to the condition z · z = 0. For example we can free one
index by applying (2.2) once
Fµ1µ2...µJ z
µ2 . . . zµJ =
Dµ1FJ(x, z)
J
(
d
2 + J − 2
) (2.3)
or we can free all indices by applying J times
Fµ1µ2...µJ =
Dµ1 . . . DµJFJ(x, z)
J !
(
d−2
2
)
J
. (2.4)
6The embedding space machinery was set up for antisymmetric tensors in [46] and for fields living in
AdS in [47].
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We are now ready for a lightning review of the embedding formalism. A simple observation
motivates it: the conformal algebra in d dimensions coincides with the group of rotations in
(d+ 2) dimensions. In fact, it is possible to embed the former space into the latter in such
a way that the generators of SO(d+ 1, 1) act on the embedded Rd precisely as conformal
transformations [2, 3, 4]. The advantage is manifest, since Lorentz transformations act
linearly on points. The embedding works as follows. Points in physical space are mapped
to the light-cone of the (d + 2)-dimensional Minkowski space; note that the light-cone is
an invariant subspace under the action of the Lorentz group. We shall find useful to pick
light-cone coordinates in Rd+1,1:
P · P = ηABPAPB = −P+P− + δµνPµP ν . (2.5)
We still need to get rid of a dimension, and this can be obtained by declaring the light-cone
to be projective, that is, by identifying points up to a rescaling: P ∼ λP , λ ∈ R+. This
gauge freedom can then be fixed by choosing a section such that the induced metric be the
Euclidean one. To this end, a point in x ∈ Rd is mapped to a null point Px in Rd+1,1 in
the so called Poincare´ section:
x→ PMx = (P+, P−, Pµ) = (1, x2, xµ) . (2.6)
A generic element g ∈ SO(d + 1, 1) does not fix the section (2.6), but one can define an
action g˜ on the section by rescaling back the point: writing
gPMx = g(x)(1, x
′2, x′µ) (2.7)
then we have g˜x = x′. It turns out that g˜ is precisely a conformal transformation.
Any field, Fµ1,... µJ (x), of spin J in physical space can be obtained from a field,
FM1,...MJ (P ), by restricting the latter to live on Px defined in (2.6). The two operators are
simply related by a pull-back:
Fµ1...µJ (x) =
∂PM1x
∂xµ1
. . .
∂PMJx
∂xµJ
FM1...MJ (Px), (2.8)
where, on the Poincare´ section:
∂PMx
∂xν
= (0, 2xν , δ
µ
ν ). (2.9)
We further impose the following conditions on FM1,...MJ (P ):
• it is homogeneous of degree −∆, i.e. FM1...MJ (λP ) = λ−∆FM1...MJ (P ), λ > 0,
• it is transverse, PM1FM1,...MJ (P ) = 0.
This ensures that FJ projects to a primary operator in physical space (see [4] for a deriva-
tion).
Symmetric traceless tensors in embedding space can be again easily encoded in poly-
nomials:
FM1...MJ (P )→ FJ(P,Z) ≡ ZM1 . . . ZM1FM1...MJ (P ), Z2 = 0 (2.10)
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We can impose further that Z · P = 0 since this condition preserves the transversality of
the tensor. Eqs. (2.10) and (2.1) agree, once using eq. (2.8), if
Z = (0, 2x · z, zµ) (2.11)
In particular, this satisfies Z · P = Z2 = 0, if z2 = 0. Therefore, a correlation function
in embedding space depends on a set of pairs (Pn, Zn). The rules to project it down to
physical space can be summarized as follows:
Zm · Zn → zm · zn, −2Pm · Pn → x2mn, Pm · Zn → zn · xmn, (2.12)
where xµmn ≡ (xm−xn)µ. Once in physical space, one can free the indices using the Todorov
operator (2.2).
When computing the allowed structure for correlation functions of spinning operators,
it is convenient in practice to reverse the logic: one starts by writing polynomials in the
variables Zn, and constrains their coefficients such that the polynomials obey the required
properties. For this purpose it is convenient to rephrase the transversality condition:
FJ(P,Z + αP ) = FJ(P,Z) , (∀α). (2.13)
One more simplification follows from defining identically transverse tensors that can be
used as building blocks: their contractions automatically provide the right polynomials.
When the vacuum is invariant under the full conformal group - i.e. no defect is present -
only one tensor is required:
CMN ≡ ZMPN − ZNPM . (2.14)
For example, the structures appearing in the two and three point functions can be written
in terms of CMN
CmMNC
MN
n = Hmn = −2
[
(Zm · Zn)(Pm · Pn)− (Pm · Zn)(Pn · Zm)
]
, (2.15)
Vm,nl =
Cm,MNP
M
n P
N
l
Pm · PnPm · Pl =
(Zm · Pn)(Pl · Pm)− (Zm · Pl)(Pn · Pm)
(Pn · Pl) . (2.16)
These are transverse by construction. The same logic can be applied to higher point
correlation functions.
Let us finally comment on the case in which one of the operators in a correlation
function is a conserved tensor. The conservation condition in physical space is of course
∂µDµT (x, z) = 0 (2.17)
where we have used the Todorov operator (2.2) to open one index. As it is well known, this
condition is only consistent with the conformal algebra if T has dimension ∆ = d− 2 + J .
Furthermore, in a unitary theory the reverse is true as well: a tensor with the above scale
dimension is conserved. Conservation of the tensor also implies constraints on correlation
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functions, which are again easier to analyze in embedding space. To this end, eq. (2.17)
must be uplifted to the light-cone. This is easily done:
∂MDM T˜ (X,Z) = 0. (2.18)
Here DM has the same expression as (2.2), but with z replaced by Z. The tensor T˜ (P,Z)
is obtained by uplifting T (x, z) and imposing Z2 = Z · P = 0. It is important to impose
Z · P = 0, because ∂MDM does not preserve this condition - for more details see the
discussion in section 5 of [3].
In the remaining of the section, we introduce the necessary modifications to the for-
malism in order to deal with situations in which the conformal group is broken by the
presence of a defect in the vacuum.
2.1 Defect CFTs on the light-cone
We now place a p-dimensional defect OD in the vacuum of the CFT, by which we mean
that correlation functions are measured in the presence of this extended operator, whose
expectation value is divided out. That is, a correlator with n bulk insertions and m defect
insertions is defined as follows:
〈O1(x1) . . . On(xn)Ô1(xa1) . . . Ôm(xam)〉 ≡
1
〈OD〉0
〈O1(x1) . . . On(xn)Ô1(xa1) . . . Ôm(xam)OD〉0 ,
(2.19)
where the subscript 0 denotes expectation values taken in the conformal invariant vacuum.
As mentioned in the introduction, the reader can keep in mind the example of a flat defect:
in subsection 2.3 we show explicitly how to deal with a spherical defect. Let us denote
with q the codimension of the defect, so that p+ q = d. The generators which belong to an
so(p+ 1, 1)× so(q) sub-algebra of so(d+ 1, 1) still annihilate the vacuum. In the picture in
which the defect is flat these are just conformal transformations on the defect and rotations
around it. In the special case of a codimension one defect, i.e. a CFT with a boundary or
an interface, the embedding formalism has been set up in [43].
Defect operators carry both SO(q) and SO(p) quantum numbers. We call them trans-
verse and parallel spin, and denote them with s and j respectively. Clearly, one can still
encode spinning defect operators into polynomials. This time, two auxiliary variables wi
and za are required, associated with transverse and parallel spin respectively. Again we
restrict ourselves to symmetric traceless representations of both SO(q) and SO(p), thus
imposing wiwi = 0 and z
aza = 0. When recovering tensors from the polynomials, one
needs to remove the two kind of polarization vectors by use of the appropriate Todorov
operators, that is, respectively,
Da =
(
p− 2
2
+ zb
∂
∂zb
)
∂
∂za
− 1
2
za
∂2
∂zb∂zb
, (2.20)
Di =
(
q − 2
2
+ wj
∂
∂wj
)
∂
∂wi
− 1
2
wi
∂2
∂wj∂wj
. (2.21)
From the point of view of the defect theory, the transverse spin is the charge under an
internal symmetry, but of course both symmetries arise from the Euclidean group in the
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ambient space. In the correlator of a bulk and a defect operator, the allowed tensor
structures couple indeed both transverse and parallel spins to the bulk Lorentz indices, in
every way that preserves the stability group of the defect.
In the embedding space, let us split the coordinates in the two sets which are acted
upon respectively by SO(p + 1, 1) and SO(q). We loosely call the first set “parallel”
directions and denote them A,B, . . . , while “orthogonal” directions are labelled I, J, . . . :
M = (A, I), A = 1, . . . , p+ 2 , I = 1, . . . , q . (2.22)
Since the symmetry is still linearly realized in embedding space, scalar quantities are
simply built out of two scalar products instead of one:
P •Q = PAηABQB P ◦Q = P IδIJQJ . (2.23)
There is of course also the possibility of using the Levi-Civita tensor density, which is
relevant for correlators of parity odd primaries. We comment on this in subsection 3.4.7
Bulk insertions still obey the conditions P 2, Z2 , Z · P = 0. This implies that, for a single
insertion, only a subset of scalar products is independent, since
P •P = −P ◦P , Z•Z = −Z◦Z , Z•P = −Z◦P. (2.24)
Under the symmetry breaking pattern, the transverse tensor (2.14) breaks up in three
pieces: CAB, CIJ , CAJ . It turns out that only the last one,
CAI = PAZI − P IZA, (2.25)
is necessary when dealing with bulk insertions. Indeed, the other structures can be written
as linear combinations of CAI :
CABQ
ARB =
P •R
P ◦GCAIQ
AGI − P •Q
P ◦GCAIR
AGI , (2.26)
CIJQIRJ =
P ◦Q
P •GCAIG
ARI − P ◦R
P •GCAIG
AQI , (2.27)
for generic vectors Q,R and G - in particular, one can always choose GM = PM . The
tensor (2.25) also obeys the following identity:
CAICBIC
BJ =
1
2
(CBICBI)C
AJ , (2.28)
so we never need to concatenate more than two of these structures.
7There is at least another method to set up the formalism, which was suggested to us by Joao Penedones.
The defect is specified by a q-form VM1...Mq . Allowed tensor structures are produced via contraction of V ,
or of the Hodge dual, with the position and polarization vectors. One can take VM1,...,Mq ∝ n[M11 . . . nMq ]q ,
nMI being vectors normal to the embedded defect. This approach is equivalent to the one chosen in this
paper. Indeed, in the coordinate system (2.22) nMI = δ
M
I and VM1...Mq ∝ δI1M1 . . . δ
Iq
Mq
I1...Iq ,  being the
Levi-Civita symbol. Furthermore, a product of an even number of copies of V can be expressed in terms of
the the orthogonal scalar product ◦, thus proving the equivalence.
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Defect operators live on a (p + 1)-dimensional light-cone within of the full (d + 1)-
dimensional one, and again they are encoded into polynomials of the two variables W I
and ZA. They are subject to the usual transversality rule, so that parallel indices satisfy
Z•Z = Z•P = 0. In particular, the polarization ZA should appear in correlation functions
only through the structure (2.14), restricted to the parallel indices.
Let us finally briefly comment on the issue of conservation in the presence of a defect.
One possibility to study consequences of conservation on a correlator is to project the em-
bedding space expression to physical space, open the indices with the Todorov operator and
then take a derivative. This is completely harmless, but sometimes slightly inconvenient.
The other possibility is to work directly in the embedding space. In this case, conservation
corresponds to
∂MDMT (X,Z) = 0. (2.29)
We use a different symbol with respect to (2.18), because T (X,Z) is obtained from T (X,Z)
imposing Z · P, Z · Z = 0 but in a specific way, namely, using eqs. (2.24) to replace
everywhere
Z•P → −Z◦P, Z•Z → −Z◦Z. (2.30)
The reason for this is that the operator ∂MDM is not interior to the conditions Z•P = −Z◦P
and Z •Z = −Z ◦Z and, for any expression g, gives different results when applied to the
l.h.s. or r.h.s. of
g(Z◦Z,Z◦P, . . . ) = g(−Z•Z,−Z•P, . . . ); (2.31)
we thus have to make a choice. The easiest way to establish the correct one is to notice
that Z◦Z and Z◦P are mapped to z◦z and z◦x in physical space when the defect is flat
- see subsection 2.2 - and that ∂MDM acting on Z◦Z and Z◦P gives the same result as
∂µDµ acting on z◦z and z◦x. Clearly, there is no ambiguity in physical space. The correct
prescription is thus to use Z◦Z and Z◦P instead of Z•P and Z•Z, i.e. to apply eq. (2.30).
Since the embedding formalism is insensitive to whether the defect is flat or spherical - see
subsection 2.3 - the same prescription works in the latter case as well.
2.2 Projection to physical space: flat defect
The embedding space is a useful tool, but sometimes one is also interested in the result
in physical space. A simple rule to project down is to pick the polynomial expressions in
the embedding space, project to physical space using the Poincare´ section (2.6) and then
open the indices with the appropriate Todorov operator. A defect OD extended on a flat
sub-manifold D is embedded in the Poincare´ section as follows:
PM ∈ D : PA = (1, x2, xa), P I = 0. (2.32)
Polarization vectors of bulk operators are evaluated according to (2.11), and a similar rule
holds for defect operators:
W I = wi, ZA = (0, 2xaza, z
a). (2.33)
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The projection to real space of orthogonal scalar products (P◦Q) is trivial, while for generic
vectors Pm, Pn and polarizations Zm, Zn the rule is
−2Pm•Pn = |xamn|2 + |xim|2 + |xin|2, Pm•Zn = xamnzan − zinxin. (2.34)
Let us now present a few examples. They can be obtained from the embedding space
correlators derived in section 3. Let us first consider the generic two-point function of a
defect operator. This is a trivial example: we report it because it corresponds to a choice
of normalization. The correlator in embedding space appears in eq. (3.1). Projection to
physical space yields
〈Ôi1...is
∆̂
(xa1)Ô
j1...js
∆̂
(xa2)〉 =
P i1...is;j1...js
(x212)
∆̂
, (2.35)
where P is the projector onto symmetric and traceless tensors, as defined in [3] in terms of
the Todorov operators (2.21):
P i1...is;j1...js ≡ 1
s!
( q
2 − 1
)
s
Di1 . . . Diswj1 . . . wjs . (2.36)
Let us consider next the one-point function of a J = 2 bulk primary O∆,2(x):
〈Oab∆ (x)〉 =
q − 1
d
aO
|xi|∆ δ
ab, 〈Oij∆(x)〉 = −
aO
|xi|∆
(
p+ 1
d
δij − ninj
)
, (2.37)
where we introduced the versor ni ≡ xi/|xi| and we wrote aO for aO∆,2 for simplicity. Notice
that this correlator is compatible with conservation, so that in particular the stress-tensor
can acquire expectation value.
Among defect operators, a special role is played by a primary of transverse spin s = 1
and null parallel spin. This is the displacement operator, which we describe in some detail
in section 5. Hence we choose to write here the correlator of a defect primary Ô
∆̂,0,1
with
these quantum numbers with bulk primaries of spin J = 1 and J = 2. The two-point
function with the vector reads
〈Oa∆(x1)Ôi∆̂(x
b
2)〉 =
−b
OÔ
(x212)
∆̂|xi1|∆−∆̂
xi1x
a
12
x212
, 〈Oj∆(x1)Ôi∆̂(x
b
2)〉 =
−b
OÔ
(x212)
∆̂|xi1|∆−∆̂
xi1x
j
1
x212
.
(2.38)
The correlator with a rank-two tensor O∆,2 is a bit more lengthy, but straightforward to
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obtain:8
〈Oab∆ (x1)Ôi∆̂(x
b
2)〉 =
ni1/d
(x212)
∆̂|xi1|∆−∆̂
{
b1
OÔ
(
4d|xi1|2xa12xb12
x412
− δab
)
+ b2
OÔ
(q − 1)δab
}
〈Oja∆ (x1)Ôi∆̂(x
b
2)〉 =
1
(x212)
∆̂|x1|∆−∆̂
−xa12|xi1|
x212
{
2b1
OÔ
ni1n
j
1
(
1− 2|x
i
1|2
x212
)
+ b3
OÔ
(δij − ni1nj1)
}
,
〈Ojk∆ (x1)Ôi∆̂(x
b
2)〉 =
1
(x212)
∆̂|xi1|∆−∆̂
b1OÔ ni1
nj1nk1
(
x212 − 2|xi1|2
)2
x412
− 1
d
δjk

+ b2
OÔ
ni1
(
nj1n
k
1 −
p+ 1
d
δjk
)
+ b3
OÔ
(
1− 2|x
i
1|2
x212
)(
(δiknj1 + δ
ijnk1)
2
− ni1nj1nk1
)}
. (2.40)
2.3 Projection to physical space: spherical defect
A spherical defect is conformally equivalent to a flat one, therefore correlators in the pres-
ence of the former can be obtained from the homologous ones via a special conformal
transformation - or simply an inversion. On the light-cone, such a transformation changes
the embedding of the defect into the Poincare´ section. On the other hand, the rules ex-
plained in subsection 2.1 only care about the so(p+ 1, 1)× so(q) symmetry pattern, which
stays unchanged.9 As a consequence, correlators in embedding space encode both the flat
and the spherical cases, the only difference lying in the choice of parallel and orthogonal
coordinates, which we now describe. Without loss of generality, we consider a spheri-
cal p-dimensional defect of unit radius. Then, we abandon the light-cone coordinates in
embedding space and use Cartesian coordinates instead:
PMx = (P
0, P 1, . . . , P d, P d+1) =
(
x2 + 1
2
, xµ,
1− x2
2
)
, (2.41)
the first entry being the time-like one. The relation between light-cone and Cartesian co-
ordinates is P± = P 0±P d+1. We parametrize the p-sphere with stereographic coordinates
σa and center it at the origin of the d-dimensional space. A point on the defect turns out
to be embedded as follows:
PM ∈ D : PM (σ) =
(
1,
2σa
σ2 + 1
,
1− σ2
σ2 + 1
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q times
)
=
2
σ2 + 1
(
σ2 + 1
2
, σa,
1− σ2
2
, 0, . . . , 0
)
.
(2.42)
8The notation used in the following section is slightly different from this one. The coefficients bn1...n4 in
(3.9) correspond to
b1,2,0,0 = b
1
OÔ
, b1,0,0,1 = b
2
OÔ
, b0,1,1,0 = b
3
OÔ
. (2.39)
9The embedding of the stability subgroup into SO(d+1, 1) gets conjugated by the same special conformal
transformation.
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ã
i
Figure 1: The picture illustrates the choice of coordinates in this subsection: the spherical defect
is drawn in brown and is placed on the plane spanned by the coordinates xa˜.
By comparing the second equality with the embedding of the flat defect eq. (2.32), we
see that the two defects are related by a rotation in the plane (P p+1, P d+1), up to the
conformal factor needed to bring us back to the Poincare´ section. The action of the two
factors of the stability subgroup is clear from eq. (2.42), so that parallel and orthogonal
coordinates are as follows:
PA = (P 0, P 1, . . . , P p+1) , P I = (P p+2, . . . , P d+1). (2.43)
This is already enough to project the one-point functions to real space. It is sufficient
to plug this choice of indices into eqs. (3.2), (3.3) and evaluate the correlator on the
Poincare´ section (2.41). Before giving an example, we introduce one more bit of notation:
we use a tilde for the (p + 1) directions in which the p-sphere is embedded - see figure 1
Correspondingly, the index i now only runs over the (q − 1) directions of the orthogonal
subspace:
xµ = (xa˜, xi) , a˜ = 1, . . . , p+ 1 , i = 1, . . . , q − 1. (2.44)
We also use the radial coordinate r =
∣∣xa˜∣∣. The defect is placed in r = 1. Let us now
consider the expectation value of a spin two primary. The projection to physical space is
done using (2.41) and the polarization vector (2.11) in cartesian coordinates reads
Z = (x · z, zµ,−x · z). (2.45)
Combining eqs. (2.41) and (2.45) we get the following projections:
Pm◦Pn = ximxin +
(1− x2m)(1− x2n)
4
, Pm◦Zn = ximzin +
(x2m − 1)
2
zn · xn,
Zm◦Zn = zimzin + xm ·zm xn ·zn, (2.46)
and similarly for the parallel scalar products. Let us now consider the one-point function
of the stress-tensor. The embedding space formula is eq. (3.2). We project to physical
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space via eq. (2.46), we remove the polarization vectors with (2.2), and we obtain
〈Tij〉 = aT
d+1−q
4d (r
4 + 2r2(|xi|2 − 1) + (1 + |xi|2)2)δij − r2xixj(
(x2−1)2
4 + |xi|2
)d/2+1 , (2.47)
〈Ta˜i〉 = aT xa˜xi 1− r
2 + |xi|2
2
(
(x2−1)2
4 + |xi|2
)d/2+1
〈Ta˜b˜〉 = aT
1−q
4d (r
4 + 2r2(|xi|2 − 1) + (1 + |xi|2)2)δa˜b˜ + r2xa˜xb˜(
(x2−1)2
4 + |xi|2
)d/2+1 . (2.48)
As for the defect primaries, their parallel indices can be pulled-back to physical space
by means of the Jacobian ∂PA(σ)/∂σa of the map (2.42) - which is the rule for any spinning
operator of a CFT on a sphere. Then, the auxiliary variable ZA is as usual determined in
terms of its real space counterpart. With the choice of stereographic coordinates we get
ZA = zb
∂PA(σ)
∂σb
=
(
0 , 2
za
σ2 + 1
− 4 z
bσb x
a
(σ2 + 1)2
, −8 z
bσb
(σ2 + 1)2
)
. (2.49)
The so(q) global symmetry now rotates vectors in the normal bundle to the sphere, and it
is natural to choose the following basis of orthonormal vectors nµI :
nµi = δ
µ
i , n
µ
r = −δµa˜
xa˜
r
= −δµa˜ xa˜. (2.50)
We chose the radial vector to point inward. The reason for this will be clear in a moment.
Notice that there is an apparent clash of notation, between the index I = (i, r) of nµI and
the one in eq. (2.43). The clash is, indeed, only apparent. To see this, let us consider
the projection to physical space of a defect primary ÔI(P (σ)). The index has to be pulled
back along the Poincare´ section eq. (2.41):
Ôµ(σ) =
∂P Ix
∂xµ
ÔI(P (σ)). (2.51)
We know from the case of a trivial defect that Ôµ(σ) transforms as a vector under the
so(q) factor of the conformal algebra. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that this operator
has only components normal to the p-sphere. Therefore we can further recover an operator
ÔI(σ) in physical space via contraction with n
µ
I . However, we now notice that
nµJ
∂P Ix
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣
Px=P (σ)
= δIJ , (2.52)
which trivializes the projection with the identification of the (d + 1)-th direction on the
light-cone with the radial one in physical space. The last equation also provides the rule
for projecting down the transverse polarization vectors:
W I = (wi, wr) . (2.53)
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The choice of an inward pointing radial vector in eq. (2.50) has been made in order to
avoid a minus sign in the last entry of eq. (2.53). At this point, we are able to write down
the expression in physical space of any correlation function. For instance, any bulk-to-
defect two-point function involving a defect operator with j = 0 is obtained by making the
following substitutions in (3.9):
P1◦W = xi1wi +
1− x21
2
wr, P1•P2 = xa˜1xa˜2 −
1 + x21
2
,
P2•Z1 = za˜xa˜2 − z · x1 , W2◦Z1 = wizi − x1 ·z wr. (2.54)
where we labelled the physical point corresponding to P2 by means of its p + 1 cartesian
coordinates xa˜2, see eq. (2.44). Indeed, while the parametrization (2.42) makes it clear that
operators on a spherical defect obey the same rules as operators in a CFT on a sphere,
formulae may look nicer with this different choice. Removing the polarization vectors is
straightforward. The bulk polarizations can be removed using eq. (2.2) as in the case of
the one-point function, while the defect polarizations are removed by means of eq.s (2.20)
and (2.21). As a simple example, let us present the correlator of a bulk scalar primary and
the displacement operator:
〈O∆,0(x1)Di(x2)〉 = bOD x1,i(
(1−x21)2
4 + |xi1|2
)∆1−p
2
(
xa˜1x
a˜
2 − 1+x
2
1
2
)p+1 ,
〈O∆,0(x1)Dr(x2)〉 = bOD (1− x
2
1)/2(
(1−x21)2
4 + |xi1|2
)∆1−p
2
(
xa˜1x
a˜
2 − 1+x
2
1
2
)p+1 . (2.55)
3. Correlation functions in a Defect CFT.
In the previous section we established the rules of the game: we now would like to play
and construct the tensor structures appearing in correlation functions of a defect CFT. It
makes sense to start from the correlators which are fixed by symmetry up to numerical
coefficients - the latter being the CFT data associated to the defect.
Correlation functions with only defect insertions obey the constraints of a p dimensional
CFT with a global symmetry. We will not have anything to say about this, besides the
choice of normalization of a defect primary charged under the global symmetry:
〈Ô
∆̂,0,s
(P1,W1)Ô∆̂,0,s(P2,W2)〉 =
(W1◦W2)s
(−2P1•P2)∆ . (3.1)
As mentioned in the introduction, the distinguishing feature of a conformal defect is
the presence of bulk-to-defect couplings. The prototype of such interaction is the two-point
function of a bulk and a defect operator, eq. (3.5). This correlator is fixed by conformal
invariance, up to a finite number of coefficients. The set of two-point functions of a bulk
primary with all defect primaries fixes its defect OPE. The simplest among such couplings
is the expectation value of the bulk operator itself, aka the coupling with the identity on
the defect. This has appeared in various places, and we derive it in the next subsection as a
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simple warm up. The first correlator which includes dependence on cross-ratios is the two-
point function of bulk primaries. In section 3.3 we provide the elementary building blocks
for the tensor structures in this case, and we briefly comment on the choice of cross-ratios.
Finally, subsection 3.4 is dedicated to parity odd structures.
3.1 One-point function
The structure of the one-point function of a primary in the presence of a defect is easily
constructed by means of the transverse tensor structure CAI . Scale invariance implies that
the one point function has the form
〈O∆,J(P,Z)〉 = aOQJ(P,Z)
(P ◦P )∆2
(3.2)
where QJ(P,Z) is a homogeneous polynomial - whose normalization we will fix shortly
- of degree J in Z. It must moreover have degree zero in P and be transverse, i.e., it
must satisfy QJ(P,Z + αP ) = QJ(P,Z). The unique function with the aforementioned
properties is
QJ =
(
CAICAI
2P ◦P
)J
2
=
(
(P ◦Z)2
P ◦P − Z◦Z
)J
2
. (3.3)
The proof just follows from the fact that we are only allowed to use the CAI building
block, together with the identity (2.28). Clearly, this implies that only even spin operators
acquire an expectation value in a parity preserving theory (but pseudo-tensors make an
exception, see subsection 3.4). Furthermore, when the codimension is one the polynomial
becomes trivial, which means that only scalars have non-vanishing one-point functions [43].
As a final remark, let us notice that the structure of the one-point function is compatible
with conservation. Indeed, the condition
∂MD
M QJ
(P ◦P )∆2
= J(q + J − 3)(d−∆ + J − 2) P ◦Z QJ−2
2(P ◦P )∆+22
= 0 (3.4)
is satisfied if ∆ = d− 2 + J .
3.2 Bulk-to-defect two-point function
A bulk-to-defect two-point function is a function of five variables:
〈O∆,J(P1, Z1)〉 Ô∆̂,j,s(P2, Z2,W2). (3.5)
As explained in subsection 2.1, Z2 should appear in correlation functions only through the
building block
CAB2 = P
A
2 Z
B
2 − PB2 ZA2 . (3.6)
This elementary structure can be contracted with P1, or with Z1 through the building
block CAI1 defined in (2.25), while the other options lead to “pure gauge” terms, i.e., terms
that vanish upon enforcing P 2 = Z2 = P · Z = 0. In turn, terms of type CAI1 can be
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linked in chains of contractions, but luckily these chains do not become too long, thanks to
the identity (2.28). When writing all the contractions which involve CAB2 , one can remain
loyal to the rule of exclusively using CAI1 in order to introduce the vector Z1 in the game.
However, one soon realizes that all the structures factorize. The factor that contains Z2 is
always given by
Q0BD =
CAB1 C2,AB
2P1•P2 =
P1•P2 Z1•Z2 − P2•Z1 Z2•P1
P1•P2 . (3.7)
We conclude that the most general tensor structure is given by the product of (3.7) with
other factors built out of at most two copies of CAI1 , contracted with P1, P2 and W2. The
independent ones among these remaining structures are
Q1BD =
P1◦W2
(P1◦P1)1/2
, Q2BD =
P1◦Z1 P1•P2 − P2•Z1 P1◦P1
(P1◦P1)1/2(P1•P2)
,
Q3BD =
W2◦Z1 P1◦P1 − P1◦W2 P1◦Z1
P1◦P1 , Q
4
BD = Q2(P1, Z1), (3.8)
where Q2 was defined in eq. (3.3). Thus, a generic bulk-to-defect two point function (3.5)
is given by
〈O∆,J(P1, Z1)Ô∆̂,j,s(P2, Z2,W2)〉 = (Q0BD)j
∑
{ni}
bn1...n4
∏4
k=1(Q
k
BD)
nk
(−2P1•P2)∆̂(P1◦P1)∆−∆̂2
, (3.9)
where the sum runs over integers ni satisfying the condition n1+n3 = s and n2+n3+2n4 =
J − j. The number of structures is given by
Ns,j;J =
Min(s,J−j)∑
k=0
(
1 +
⌊
J − k − j
2
⌋)
. (3.10)
Notice that this only makes sense for J ≥ j, which is easily understood from the leading
order OPE.
The Ns,j;J structures do not correspond to as many independent coefficients when
one of the primaries is conserved. Let us consider, as an example, the correlator of an
s = 1, j = 0 defect primary and a conserved J = 2 bulk primary. In this case the general
results (3.8), (3.9) give:
〈O∆,2(P1, Z1)Ô∆̂,0,1(P2, Z2,W2)〉 =
b1,2,0,0Q
1
BD(Q
2
BD)
2 + b0,1,1,0Q
2
BDQ
3
BD + b1,0,0,1Q
1
BDQ
4
BD
(−2P1•P2)∆̂(P1◦P1)∆−∆̂2
.
(3.11)
The projection to real euclidean space can be found in (2.40). By imposing conservation
in the form of eq. (2.29), that is
∂MD
M
Z1 〈O∆,2(P1, Z1)Ô∆̂,0,1(P2, Z2,W2)〉 = 0, (3.12)
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1
2
ϕ
2
1 Defect
Figure 2: The angle φ is formed by the projections of the vectors P1 and P2 onto the q-dimensional
space orthogonal to the defect. The left figure gives a perspective view of this angle, while the one
on the right gives the top view. The defect is represented here by a brown line (or brown point in
the top view).
we get the following constraint:
2b1,2,0,0(∆̂ + d(p− ∆̂)) + (q − 1)
(
b0,1,1,0d− 2b1,0,0,1∆̂
)
= 0,
b0,1,1,0d(∆̂− p)− 2b1,0,0,1(p+ 1)− 2b1,2,0,0 = 0, (3.13)
where we have used ∆ = d. For generic values of ∆̂ , p and d this implies that there is just
one independent coefficient. However, if ∆̂ = p+1 the rank decreases and two independent
coefficients remain. This happens when Ô is the displacement operator - see section 5.
3.3 Two-point function of bulk primaries
In this section we analyze the structure of two-point functions of operators with spin in the
bulk. The main novelty compared to the bulk-to-defect two-point function is that conformal
symmetry is not powerful enough to fix completely the dependence on the positions. There
are two cross-ratios, which we may choose as follows:
ξ = − 2P1 · P2
(P1◦P1) 12 (P2◦P2) 12
, cosφ =
P1◦P2
(P1◦P1) 12 (P2◦P2) 12
. (3.14)
Let us pause to make a few comments on this choice. The first cross-ratio vanishes in the
bulk OPE limit and diverges in the defect OPE one. The angle φ is defined in fig. 2. This
angle is not defined in the codimension one case, where the number of cross-ratios reduces
to one.10 The cross-ratios (3.14) are especially suitable for describing the bulk OPE in
Lorentzian signature, where ξ → 0 while cosφ may remain constant. On the contrary,
since cosφ goes to one in the Euclidean OPE limit, it is not a useful variable in this case,
10Notice that ξ = 4ξ[10], the latter being the cross ratio defined in [10]. Their convention is motivated by
the natural appearance of this factor in specific examples of boundary CFTs, as it is easy to see using the
method of images. The same simplifications seem not to occur in examples with greater codimension q.
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and may be traded for instance for the following one:
ζ =
1− cosφ
ξ
. (3.15)
Indeed, in the Euclidean OPE limit the two points approach each other along some direction
v, or in other words x2 = x1 +  v. In the small  limit the cross ratios (3.14) behave as
ξ ≈ O(2) and cosφ ≈ 1 + O(2), so that (3.15) stays fixed in the limit. This choice is by
no means unique. We leave a thorough analysis for a future work,11 in which the choice of
the most appropriate cross-ratio will be further discussed, along the lines of [49].
Finally, in the defect OPE limit, it is convenient to substitute ξ with the following
cross-ratio:
χ = − 2P1•P2
(P1◦P1) 12 (P2◦P2) 12
, (3.16)
which has the property of being invariant under SO(q) transformations applied only to
one of the two coordinates. The same applies to cosφ, now with respect to SO(p + 1, 1)
transformations. This property is useful in solving the defect Casimir equation (4.3).
Let us now turn to the allowed structures in the correlation function. Recall that the
polarization vectors Z1 and Z2 appear through the transverse structures (2.25). These can
be concatenated and contracted with P1 and P2. In the end, one can write the two-point
function as follows:
〈O∆1,J1(P1, Z1)O∆2,J2(P2, Z2)〉 =
∑
{ni}
∏8
k=1(Q
k
BB)
nkfn1...n8(χ, φ)
(P1◦P1)
∆1
2 (P2◦P2)
∆2
2
. (3.17)
The indices ni are subject to the constraints n1 + n2 + n5 + n6 + 2n7 = J1 and n3 + n4 +
n5 + n6 + 2n8 = J2, which impose that the two point function is homogeneous of degrees
J1 and J2 in the polarization vectors Z1 and Z2. Here are the building blocks Q
k
BB:
Q1BB =
CAI1 P1AP2I
(P1◦P1) (P2◦P2)1/2
, Q2BB =
CAI1 P2AP2I
(P2◦P2) (P1◦P1)1/2
, Q3BB =
CAI2 P1AP2I
(P2◦P2) (P1◦P1)1/2
,
Q4BB =
CAI2 P1AP1I
(P2◦P2)1/2(P1◦P1)
, Q5BB =
CAI1 C
BI
2 P1AP2B
(P2◦P2)(P1◦P1) , Q
6
BB =
CAI1 C
AJ
2 P2IP2J
(P2◦P2)3/2(P1◦P1)1/2
,
Q7BB = Q2(P1, Z1), Q
8
BB = Q2(P2, Z2). (3.18)
The number of allowed structures is
Min(J1,J2)∑
k=0
(k + 1)
(
J1 − k + 1 +
⌊
J1−k
2
⌋)(
J2 − k + 1 +
⌊
J2−k
2
⌋)
. (3.19)
Again, in the case of conserved operators the number of independent coefficients is smaller.
The procedure used to obtain the relevant constraints in the previous subsection can be
applied here as well.
11V. Gonc¸alves, E. Lauria, M. Meineri, E. Trevisani, work in progress.
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3.4 Parity odd correlators
Let us finally comment on correlation functions of parity odd primaries. The strategy to
construct them follows the same lines as in a homogeneous CFT: one has to consider all
the allowed additional structures involving the -tensor [3]. The main difference here is
that the part of the residual symmetry group connected to the identity does not relate
parity transformations applied to parallel and orthogonal coordinates. As a consequence,
it is possible to use two more -tensors.
The simplest possible example is provided by the one-point function of a bulk pseudo
vector field in a CFT with a codimension q = 2 defect. Since it is a bulk operator, it
transforms according to irreducible representations of O(d + 1, 1), so we have to use the
total -tensor:
〈O∆,1(P,Z)〉 = aO 01... p+1 IJZ
IP J
(P ◦P )∆+12
. (3.20)
where the first p+ 2 coordinates are fixed by the defect.
Defect operators carry separate parallel and orthogonal parity quantum numbers. Cor-
relation functions involving primaries which are odd under one or the other require the use
of the -tensors AB... and IJ... respectively. The orthogonal -tensor has q indices that can
be contracted with the vectors P1, Z1 and W2. Therefore there are solutions only up to
q = 3. When q = 2, the only transverse contractions are IJP
I
1W
J
2 and IJP
I
1Z
J
1 , while for
q = 3, IJKP
I
1Z
J
1 W
K
2 is the only possible parity odd structure. For instance, the two-point
function of a defect operator odd under inversion of an orthogonal coordinate and a bulk
vector, with q = 3, reads
〈O∆,1(P1, Z1)Ô∆̂,0,1(P2,W2)〉 = bOÔ
IJKW
I
2Z
J
1 P
K
1
(P1◦P1)∆−∆̂+12 (−2P1•P2)∆̂
. (3.21)
On the other hand, the parallel -tensor has p + 2 indices that can be contracted with
four vectors P1, P2, Z1 and Z2, which implies that there are solutions up to p = 2 and the
correlators can be constructed exactly in the same way as was done above. In particular,
when p = 1 only contractions of the kind ABCP
A
1 P
B
2 Z
C
n , n = 1, 2 are allowed.
4. Scalar two-point function and the conformal blocks.
This section is devoted to the simplest crossing equation which contains information about
the bulk-to-defect couplings. Let us consider the correlator between two scalar bulk oper-
ators O1,2 of dimensions ∆1,2, which we write again in terms of the cross-ratios defined in
subsection 3.3:
〈O1(P1)O2(P2)〉 = f12(ξ, φ)
(P1◦P1)
∆1
2 (P2◦P2)
∆2
2
. (4.1)
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The function f12(ξ, φ) can be decomposed into two complete sets of conformal blocks
12 by
plugging either the bulk or the defect OPE (B.1), (B.3) in the l.h.s. of eq. (4.1):
f12(ξ, φ) = ξ
−(∆1+∆2)/2
∑
k
c12k ak f∆k,J(ξ, φ) =
∑
Ô
b
1Ô
b
2Ô
f̂
∆̂,0,s
(ξ, φ) . (4.2)
Equality of the last two expressions is an instance of the crossing symmetry constraint.
The bulk conformal blocks f∆k,J are eigenfunctions of the quadratic Casimir of the full
conformal group SO(d+1, 1), while the defect conformal blocks f̂
∆̂,j,s
are eigenfunctions of
the quadratic Casimir of the stability subgroup SO(p+ 1, 1)× SO(q). In what follows we
study the solutions of the two associated Casimir equations. We refer to appendix (B.2)
for a derivation of the equations themselves.
4.1 Defect channel Casimir equation
The sum in the rightmost side of eq. (4.2) runs over the defect primaries that appear in
both the defect OPE of O1 and O2. As we remarked in subsection 3.2, only defect scalars
(j = 0) have a chance of being present. Since the stability subgroup is a direct product, the
defect channel Casimir equation factorizes correspondingly, so that each defect conformal
block satisfies separately the following eigenvalues equations:
(L2 + Ĉ
∆̂,0
)
f̂
∆̂,0,s
(ξ, φ)
(P1◦P1)
∆1
2 (P2◦P2)
∆2
2
= 0,
(S2 + Ĉ0,s)
f̂
∆̂,0,s
(ξ, φ)
(P1◦P1)
∆1
2 (P2◦P2)
∆2
2
= 0, (4.3)
where Ĉ
∆̂,s
= ∆̂(∆̂ − p) + s(s + q − 2) and the differential operators L ≡ 12(JAB)2,
S ≡ 12 (JIJ)2 are defined through the generators
JMN = PM ∂
∂PN
− PN ∂
∂PM
. (4.4)
In eq. (4.3), the operators L2 and S2 act only on one of the points, say P1. Eqs. (4.3)
immediately translate into differential equations for f̂
∆̂,0,s
(ξ, φ):
DL2def f̂∆̂,0,s(ξ, φ) = 0,
DS2def f̂∆̂,0,s(ξ, φ) = 0. (4.5)
The differential operators are most conveniently expressed by trading ξ for the variable χ,
which was defined in (3.16):
DS2def ≡ 4 cosφ(1− cosφ)
∂2
∂ cosφ2
+ 2(1− q cosφ) ∂
∂ cosφ
+ Ĉ0,s,
DL2def ≡ (4− χ2)
∂2
∂χ2
− (p+ 1)χ ∂
∂χ
+ Ĉ∆,0.
(4.6)
12See [50, 51] for an extensive discussion of conformal blocks in CFT, and [10, 43] for the case of a
boundary.
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The complete solution of the system (4.5) is then:
f̂
∆̂,0,s
(χ, φ) = αs;q χ
−∆̂
2F1
(
q
2
+
s
2
− 1,−s
2
;
q
2
− 1
2
; sin2 φ
)
× 2F1
(
∆̂
2
+
1
2
,
∆̂
2
; ∆̂ + 1− p
2
;
4
χ2
)
, (4.7)
where αs;q = 2
−s Γ(q+s−2)
Γ( q2 +s−1)
Γ( q2−1)
Γ(q−2) . The normalization has been chosen such that, given a
leading contribution to the defect OPE of the kind:
O1(x) = b1Ô|xi|−∆1+∆̂−s xi1 ...xisÔi1...is(xˆ) + ..., (4.8)
the contribution of Ô to the two-point function (4.1) is as shown in eq. (4.2). Also, recall
that the normalization of the defect-defect correlator is fixed by (3.1) (see also eq. (2.35)).
Finally, note that the transverse factor in the conformal block (4.7) correctly reduces to a
Gegenbauer polynomial for integer s:
2F1
(
q
2
+
s
2
− 1,−s
2
;
q
2
− 1
2
; sin2 φ
)
=
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(q − 2)
Γ(q + s− 2) C
( q
2
−1)
s (cosφ) . (4.9)
4.2 Bulk channel Casimir equation
The sum over bulk operators in the second equality of eq. (4.2) runs over all primaries
admitted in O × O with non-vanishing one point functions. In particular, as follows from
subsection 3.1, the sum can be restricted to even spins J . Each bulk conformal block
is an eigenfunction of the SO(d + 1, 1) Casimir operator J 2 with eigenvalue C∆k,J =
∆k(∆k − d) + J(J + d− 2):
(J 2 + C∆k,J)
ξ−(∆1+∆2)/2f∆k,J(ξ, φ)
(P1◦P1)
∆1
2 (P2◦P2)
∆2
2
= 0, (4.10)
where J 2 ≡ 12(J
(1)
MN + J (2)MN )2 and JMN is defined in (4.4). The differential equation for
f∆k,J(ξ, φ) which follows from eq. (4.10),
Dbulkf∆k,J(ξ, φ) = 0, (4.11)
contains the differential operator
Dbulk ≡ 2ξ2
(
2 + ξ cosφ+ 2 cos2 φ
) ∂2
∂ξ2
+ 2 sin2 φ
(
2 sin2 φ− ξ cosφ) ∂2
∂ cosφ2
− 4ξ sin2 φ (ξ + 2 cosφ) ∂
2
∂ξ∂ cosφ
+ 2ξ
[
2(1 + cos2 φ)− (2d− ξ cosφ)] ∂
∂ξ
+
[
2ξ(q − 2 + cos2 φ)− 4 cosφ sin2 φ] ∂
∂ cosφ
−
[
∆212 cosφ
(
cosφ+
ξ
2
)
−∆212 + 2C∆k,J
]
,
(4.12)
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where ∆12 = ∆1−∆2. We will not be able to solve this differential equation in closed form
in the most general case. In the next subsection, we provide a recurrence relation for the
light-cone expansion of the conformal block. Then, in subsection (4.2.2), we will consider a
special case, in which the Casimir equation can be mapped to a different one, well studied
in the literature. Finally, we leave to appendix B.3 a solution for the scalar block in terms
of an infinite series. For now, let us point out that the equation can be solved when
the codimension is one (q = 1). In this case, only scalars acquire an expectation values
(J = 0), and (4.11) reduces to an hypergeometric equation in ξ. The solution with the
correct asymptotics is [10]
f∆k,0(ξ) = ξ
∆k
2 2F1
(
∆k + ∆12
2
,
∆k −∆12
2
,∆k + 1− d
2
;−ξ
4
)
. (4.13)
We fix the normalization of the conformal blocks in the next subsection, while discussing
the collinear block - see eq. (4.18).
4.2.1 Lightcone expansion
It is a well understood fact that the nature of the light cone limit in the Lorentzian OPE
limit is different from the Euclidean one. For instance, the operators that dominate in each
limit are not the same: while in the Lorentzian the operators with lowest twist contribute
the most (with the twist τ = ∆k − J being defined as the dimension minus the spin), in
the Euclidean it is the ones with lowest dimension. This is easily seen by considering the
leading order OPE
O1(x1)O2(x2) =
∑
k
c12k
(x212)
∆1+∆2−∆k
2
[
x12µ1 . . . x12µJ
(x212)
J
2
Oµ1...µJk (x2) + descendants
]
. (4.14)
It follows directly from the OPE that ξ controls the twist of the operator being exchanged
in the OPE limit. The conformal block resums the contribution of a conformal family. It
follows from the observation above that it is possible to organize every such family into
operators with the same twist, which contribute at the same order in the light-cone limit.
In said limit, the operators become light-like separated without colliding - see fig. 3. In
terms of the cross-ratios, this corresponds to sending ξ → 0 while holding φ fixed. Then,
from a direct analysis of the solution of the Casimir equation for the first few orders in
small ξ, one is led to the following ansatz:
f∆k,J(ξ, φ) =
∞∑
m=0
m∑
k=0
cm,kgτ+2m,J−2k(ξ, φ), gτ,J(ξ, φ) = ξτ/2g˜τ,J(φ), (4.15)
where gτ,J(ξ, φ) includes the contribution of operators with twist τ and spin J , and we
determine it below. Notice that, given a primary operator Oµ1,...,µJ (x1) it is possible to
construct different descendants with the same twist but different spin. For example, given
a primary operator with spin J and twist τ we can create a descendant operator with twist
τ + 2 either by acting with P 2 or by contracting one of the indices of the primary operator
with Pµ. In formula (4.15) this degeneracy is labelled by k. For a given m, the number of
descendants with different spin is m+ 1.
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1
2
Defect
light ray
Figure 3: The light-cone limit relevant for the bulk Casimir equation: the defect is time-like and
the operators are space-like separated from it.
In order to constrain the functions gτ,J(ξ, φ) and the coefficients cm,k, it is convenient
to divide the Casimir differential operator in two parts [49], one that keeps the degree of ξ
and other that does not, Dbulk = D0 +D1 + 2C∆k,J :
D0 ≡ 4ξ2(1 + cos2 φ) ∂
2
∂ξ2
+ 4 sin4 φ
∂2
∂ cosφ2
− 8ξ sin2 φ cosφ ∂
2
∂ξ∂ cosφ
− 4ξ(d− 1− cos2 φ) ∂
∂ξ
− 4 cosφ sin2 φ ∂
∂ cosφ
−∆212(cos2 φ− 1), (4.16)
D1 ≡ 2ξ3 cosφ ∂
2
∂ξ2
− 2ξ sin2 φ cosφ ∂
2
∂ cosφ2
− 4ξ2 sin2 φ ∂
2
∂ξ∂ cosφ
+ 2ξ2 cos cosφ
∂
∂ξ
+ 2ξ(d− p− 2 + cos2 φ) ∂
∂ cosφ
− ξ
2
∆212 cosφ. (4.17)
By inspection of the Casimir equation, one can conclude that gτ,J(ξ, φ) is an eigenfunction
of the differential operator D0 with eigenvalue 2Cτ,J = (J + τ)(J + τ − d) + J(d+ J − 2).
More precisely, for m = 0 this property coincides with the leading order of the Casimir
equation. At all orders, we simply check that the equation can be solved by the ansatz
(4.15) and this choice of functions. Clearly, the solution is unique once the asymptotic
behavior has been chosen. The eigenvalue equation fixes gτ,J(ξ, φ) to be
gτ,J(ξ, φ) = ξ
τ
2 sinJ φ 2F1
(
2J + τ + ∆12
4
,
2J + τ −∆12
4
,
2J + τ + 1
2
, sin2 φ
)
. (4.18)
We chose the solution in such a way that gτ,J(ξ, φ) ∼ ξ τ2 sinJ φ in the limit φ→ 0, which is
the asymptotics required by the Euclidean OPE limit. The normalization of gτ,J has been
fixed so that, given the leading order OPE eq. (4.14), and the normalization of the one-
point function eq. (3.2), the conformal block (4.15) contributes to the two-point function
as in eq. (4.2), once c0,0 = 1.
13
13This matching is most easily done by noticing that in the light cone limit xµ in eq. (4.14) becomes null.
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The action of D1 on gτ,J(ξ, φ) can be expressed as a combination of the these building
blocks with one more unit of twist
D1gτ,J(ξ, φ) = b+τ,J gτ+1,J(ξ, φ) + b−τ,J gτ+1,J−2(ξ, φ), (4.20)
b−τ,J = 8J(q + J − 3), b+τ,J =
(J + τ − 1) (4J2 + 4Jτ + τ2 −∆212) (q − J − τ − 2)
2(2J + τ − 1)(2J + τ + 1) .
Thus, the Casimir equation can be translated into a recurrence relation that the coefficients
cn,k must satisfy:
2(Cτ+2n,J−2k − Cτ,J)cm,k = b+τ+2n−2,J−2kcn−1,k + b−τ+2n−2,J−2k+2cn−1,k−1. (4.21)
All coefficients cn,k are determined once we impose the initial conditions cn,k = 0 for n < j
and c0,0 = 1. In particular, in the case of an exchanged scalar primary, the general term
of the recursion can be recovered from eq. (B.27). Finally, notice that this solution can
be straightforwardly applied to the conformal block for the four-point function without a
defect. In that case we would be solving the Casimir equation in the limit of small u and
fixed v - see appendix A of [52].
4.2.2 Defects of codimension two and the four-point function
The four-point function of scalar primaries in a homogeneous CFT has been extensively
studied in the literature. Many results are available for the conformal blocks in this case
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. In the special case of a codimension two defect - with equal
external dimensions - all those results apply in fact to our problem. Indeed, let us consider
the change of variables
u = −ξe−iφ, v = e−2iφ; (4.22)
ξ = − u√
v
, cosφ =
1 + v
2
√
v
. (4.23)
Let us denote by DCFT the Casimir differential operator for the four-point function without
defect, and let us choose pairwise equal external dimensions ∆˜12 = ∆˜34 = 0, so that they
do not appear in DCFT - see for instance eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) in [51]. We obtain the
following relation with the operator (4.12), when ∆1 = ∆2:
Ddef[f∆k,J(u, v)] =
(DCFTf∆k,J(u, v) +Dqf∆k,J(u, v)) = 0, (4.24)
where
Dq = 4u(q − 2)
1− v
(
u
∂
∂u
+ 2v
∂
∂v
)
. (4.25)
Then, comparing with the one point function (3.2), we can just specify z = x. This immediately leads to
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 ∼ c12kaO
(x212)
1
2
(∆1+∆2−∆k+J)
((x1◦x12)2 − x12◦x12 x1◦x1) J2
(x1◦x1)
∆k+J
2
. (4.19)
We can compare with the collinear block by taking the limit x12 → 0, which corresponds to sinφ→ 0.
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Hence, in the special case of q = 2, the functions f∆k,J(u, v) solve the Casimir equation for
the four point function with pairwise equal external operators, f
4pt
∆k,J
(u, v):
f∆k,J(u, v) = f
4pt
∆k,J
(u, v). (4.26)
To confirm that (4.26) is an equality between conformal blocks, we need to match the
asymptotic behavior.14 In fact, we can check that (4.26) holds explicitly at leading order
in the lighcone expansion (4.15):
f∆k,J(ξ, φ) = gτ,J(ξ, φ) +O(ξ), (4.27)
where gτ,J(ξ, φ) is defined in (4.18). An identity between hypergeometric functions
e−i(a+m)φ2F1
(
a+m,m+
a+ b
2
, a+ b+ 2m; 2i sinφe−iφ
)
= 2F1
(
a+m
2
,
b+m
2
,
a+ b+ 1
2
+m; sin2 φ
)
. (4.28)
allows to rewrite (4.18) in terms of u and v
gτ,J(ξ, φ) = i
−∆u
τ
2
(
1− v
2
)J
2F1
(τ
2
+ J,
τ
2
+ J, τ + 2J ; 1− v
)
. (4.29)
Here we have assumed once again ∆1 = ∆2. The result agrees with the collinear block
for the four-point function - see for instance eq. (118) in [52]. Hence, all formulae for
the conformal blocks of a homogeneous CFT provide as many results for the bulk channel
blocks of a defect CFT with codimension two. It would be interesting to have a geometric
understanding of this fact. For now, let us just notice that the mapping (4.22) has a
chance of having some kinematic meaning only when the defect is placed in a space with
Lorentzian signature.
An interesting check of eq. (4.26) is related to the reality property of f
4pt
∆k,J
. If ξ
and φ are real, this block should be real when evaluated on the map (4.22). Certainly,(
f
4pt
∆k,J
(u, v)
)∗
and f
4pt
∆k,J
(u∗, v∗) coincide, since they satisfy the same Casimir equation with
the same boundary conditions. Then one notices that, through eq. (4.22), the complex
conjugation acts on u, v as
∗ : (u, v) −→
(
u
v
,
1
v
)
. (4.30)
But this is easily recognized as the effect of exchanging points x1 and x2.
15 Conformal
blocks for the exchange of a primary with even spin are invariant under this crossing, when
∆˜12 = ∆˜34 = 0. We conclude that f
4pt
∆k,J
(u∗, v∗) = f4pt∆k,J(u, v) precisely in the case of
interest.
14Conformal blocks of the four-point function with internal quantum numbers ∆′ and J ′, such that
C∆k,J = C∆′,J′ , solve eq. (4.12) as well. The asymptotics single out the unique physical solution (4.26),
with ∆′ = ∆k and J ′ = J .
15Recall that in the standard notation u =
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, v =
x214x
2
23
x213x
2
24
.
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5. Ward identities and the displacement operator.
This section is devoted to the Ward identities involving the stress-tensor, in the presence of
a flat defect, both in the Poincare´ (or rather, Euclidean) invariant and in the fully conformal
cases. Throughout the section, we ignore the issue of defect anomalies. We derive the Ward
identities in the next subsection. These involve a number of defect operators, one of which
plays a pre-eminent role: the displacement operator defined in eq. (5.23). In subsection
5.2, we focus on the displacement operator and its properties, and derive some constraints
on its appearance in the defect OPEs of a generic theory. In subsection 5.3, we take a look
at two dimensional interfaces, and prove unitarity bounds for the Zamolodchikov norm CD
of the displacement. Finally, in subsection 5.4, we consider examples of free defect theories,
in which specific identities can be given to the operators defined in subsection 5.1, in terms
of the elementary fields.
5.1 The Ward identities for diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations
Let us consider a defect quantum field theory defined on a manifold M and coupled to a
background metric g. We define the embedding of the defect sub-manifold D through
xµ = Xµ(σa), (5.1)
where the coordinates σa, a = 1, . . . , p provide a parametrization of D. We assume that a
vacuum energy functional is defined through a functional integral of the form
W [g,X] = log
∫
[Dφ] exp {−S[g,X, φ, ∂φ, . . . ]} . (5.2)
We ask the action functional to be invariant under diffeomorphisms on M, once the em-
bedding function is allowed to change accordingly:
S[g + δξg, X + δξX, φ+ δξφ, ∂φ+ δξ∂φ, . . . ] = S[g,X, φ, ∂φ, . . . ], (5.3)
δξX
µ = ξµ, (5.4)
δξgµν = −∇µξν −∇νξµ. (5.5)
This can be achieved by coupling the defect degrees of freedom to local geometric quantities.
The induced metric γab, the q-tuple of normal unit vectors n
µ
A, the extrinsic curvatures K
A
ab
and the spin connection on the normal bundle µaIJ are defined in eqs. (C.1), (C.3), (C.5)
and (C.6) respectively. Further available building blocks are given by components of the
bulk Riemann tensor evaluated at the defect, etc. All of these quantities transform as
tensors under a diffeomorphism in M, up to a local rotation in the normal bundle - see
in particular eqs. (C.19). We find therefore convenient to ask for symmetry under local
rotations in the normal bundle. Then the defect action may be constructed as the integral
of a scalar function over D. Let us emphasize that the set of counterterms needed to make
the functional integral finite should be diffeomorphism invariant as well. Of course, we also
assume the action to be invariant under reparametrizations of the defect.
In this section, we shall first follow the procedure employed in [9], which consists in
defining many defect operators, as the response of the partition function to the variations of
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each defect geometric quantity. Later we comment on the relation with a quicker approach,
in which the only operators involved are the stress-tensor and the variation of the partition
function with respect to the embedding coordinate X(σ).
The Ward identities that follow from diffeomorphism invariance are obtained by the
standard procedure. Given a set of bulk local operators Oi, let us also define the abbrevi-
ation
X = O1(x1, z1) . . . On(xn, zn). (5.6)
The following equation holds:
− δξ 〈X 〉 −
∫
M
∇µξν 〈Tµν X〉+
∫
D
〈(
1
2
Babδξγab + ηµ
aδξe
µ
a + λµ
Iδξn
µ
I
+
1
2
CabI δξK
I
ab +Dµ δξX
µ + jaIJδξµaIJ + . . .
)
X
〉
= 0. (5.7)
Here we made use of the standard definition of the stress-tensor:
Tµν = − 2√
g
δS
δgµν
; (5.8)
It is important that this definition is adopted only for points in the bulk. The operators
Bab, ηµ
a, λµ
I , CabI , Dµ, j
aIJ are local in local theories, and are defined by minus the
variation of the action with respect to the relevant quantities, in analogy with (5.8). In
particular, Dµ is obtained by the variation with respect to X
µ, keeping fixed the intrinsic
and extrinsic geometry of the defect. Finally, the dots stand for higher dimension geo-
metric quantities, that we disregard for simplicity. Let us note that eq. (5.7) holds for
other symmetries of the vacuum functional, provided the variations under diffeomorphisms
δξgµν , δξγab, . . . are appropriately replaced; we will use this fact repeatedly below.
Taking into account eqs. (C.19), the relation (5.7) simplifies to
−δξ 〈X 〉 −
∫
M
∇µξν 〈Tµν X〉+
∫
D
〈(∂aξµηµa + nµI ∂µξνλνI + ξµDµ + . . . )X〉 = 0. (5.9)
In deriving this, we used the invariance of the path integral under local rotations, which
implies the following Ward identity, valid in the absence of defect operators:
〈
(
λµ[InJ ]µ +
1
2
Cab[IK
J ]
ab +∇ajaIJ
)
X〉 = 0; (5.10)
this can be seen by plugging the variations in eq. (C.7) into the analogue of eq. (5.7).
The components of Dµ parallel to the defect are further related to the other local opera-
tors defined above. The link is provided by the Ward identities associated to reparametriza-
tions of the defect σ′a = σa + ζa, under which
δζX
µ = −eµaζa, (5.11)
which in turn induces variations of all other quantities which are summarized in eq. (C.22).
In the absence of operators localized at the defect, the following identity is then easily
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obtained:
〈DaX〉 = 〈
(
∇bBab −KIabηI b +∇bηab + Γµabηµb + µaIJλIJ − ∂anµI λµI
+
1
2
(−∇aKIbc + 2∇cKIab + 2KIab∇c)CbcA + (2KIbcKcaJ − 12RabIJ +Ra[IJ ]b
)
jbIJ
)
X〉.
(5.12)
We can work out the consequences of Weyl invariance on correlation functions in the
presence of a defect in the same way. A Weyl transformation acts on the metric as
δσgµν = 2σ(x) gµν (5.13)
and induces the variations given in eq. (C.24). Therefore, the Ward identity for Weyl
transformations reads
−δσ 〈X 〉+
∫
M
σ 〈Tµµ X〉+
∫
D
σ 〈(Baa − nµI λµI + 12KIabCabI )X〉 − 12
∫
D
∂µσ n
µ
I 〈CaIa X〉 = 0.
(5.14)
As usual, the transformation law of correlation functions in a conformal field theory
can be inferred from the ones above, due to the fact that conformal transformations are
a subgroup of diffeo×Weyl transformations, for manifolds which possess conformal killing
vectors. The variation of the partition function under conformal transformations vanishes
in the absence of the defect, but this is not true any more in our set-up. Let us consider a
conformal killing vector ξˆ, for which
∇(µξˆν) = −
∇ρξˆρ
d
gµν ≡ −σˆgµν . (5.15)
Effecting a diffeomorphism of parameter ξˆµ and a compensating Weyl rescaling of
parameter σˆ corresponds to a conformal transformation that leaves the metric invariant.
However, no Weyl transformation can undo the action of the diffeomorphism on the em-
bedding function Xµ, hence the non vanishing variation of the partition function. Let us
decompose the diffeomorphism in his tangent and normal components:
ξˆµ(X) = eµa ξˆ
a + nµI ξˆ
I . (5.16)
A diffeomorphism tangent to the defect can be undone by a reparametrization: in the
end, we are left with the variation induced by the components of the conformal killing
vector which do not preserve the defect. In order to see this, one starts from the Ward
identities associated to the composition of the diffeomorphism ξˆ - eq. (5.9) - with the
compensating Weyl transformation - eq. (5.14). Accordingly, the stress-tensor cancels out
in the sum. Then, one eliminates ξˆaDa by use of the Ward identity for reparametrizations,
eq. (5.12). Finally, a straightforward but lengthy manipulation shows that all remaining
terms involving the parallel components ξa correspond to transverse rotations and can be
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reabsorbed using eq. (5.10). The resulting formula is16
−(δξˆ + δσˆ) 〈X 〉 = −
∫
D
ξˆI 〈DI X〉+
∫
D
ξˆIK
I
ab 〈BabX〉+
∫
D
(
ξˆJΓνIJ + e
νa∇aξˆI
)
〈λνIX〉
+
∫
D
(
−∇bξˆInµI + ξˆIKIabeaµ + ξˆIΓµIb
)
〈ηµbX〉
+
1
2
∫
D
(
−∇a∇bξˆI +KacIKbcJ ξˆJ + ξˆJRJabI
)
〈CabI X〉
+
∫
D
(
2K
[I
ab∇bξˆJ ] −
1
2
ξˆKRKaIJ + ξˆ
KRK[IJ ]a
)
〈jaIJX〉 .
(5.17)
Eq. (5.17) says that the role of a certain subset of defect operators contained in the
OPE of the stress-tensor is to implement a conformal transformation which does not fix
the defect.
From now on, we would like to focus on a flat defect in flat space, and recover explicitly
the contact terms of the stress-tensor with the defect, via the unintegrated form of equations
(5.9) and (5.14). Before doing it, it is maybe worth stressing that eq. (5.14) contains
already all the information about the trace of the stress-tensor in the case of scale but not
conformal invariant theories. We can choose the usual cartesian coordinates µ = (a, i),
pick an adapted basis of normal vector fields (I → i), and place the defect in Xi = 0. The
Ward identities for diffeomorphism invariance read
〈∂µTµν(x)X〉 = −δD(x)δνi 〈
(
Di(xa)− ∂aηia(xa)
)X〉 − δD(x)δνa 〈∂bBab(xa)X〉
+ ∂iδD(x) 〈λνi(xa)X〉+ contact terms associated with X , (5.18)
where δD(x) is a delta function with support on the defect, in particular δD(x) = δq(xj) in
this case. Eq. (5.12) reduces to
〈
(
Da − ∂bηab
)
X〉 = 〈∂bBbaX〉 . (5.19)
The physical meaning of these equations is transparent: they regulate the exchange of
energy and momentum between the bulk and the defect. In particular, when the defect
is decoupled both Da and ηµ
a generically vanish: eq. (5.19) tells us that in these cases
the defect stress-tensor is separately conserved, as expected. Notice also that CIab does
not appear in eqs. (5.18) and (5.19). This is expected, since a coupling with the extrinsic
curvatures is never required in order to reformulate the theory in a diffeomorphism invariant
way. On the contrary, this coupling can be necessary to enforce Weyl invariance - as can
be foreseen by comparing the third line of eq. (C.24) with the transformation law of the
derivative of a bulk primary operator. It is therefore not surprising that CIab does appear
in the Ward identities associated with the trace of the stress-tensor in a CFT:
〈Tµµ (x)X〉 = −δD(x) 〈
(
Baa(x
a)− λii(xa)
)X〉 − 1
2
∂iδD(x) 〈Ca ia (xa)X〉
+ contact terms associated with X . (5.20)
16For instance, if X contains a scalar field O, then δξO = −ξµ∂µO and δσˆO = −σˆ∆O.
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One can summarize (5.18) and (5.20) by adding contact terms to the definition of the
stress-tensor itself. In other words, let us define
Tµνtot = T
µν+δD(x)
(
δµa δ
ν
bB
ab − 2δ(µa δν)i
(
λai +
1
2
∂bC
ab i
)
− δ(µi δν)j λij
)
+
1
2
∂iδD(x)δµa δ
ν
bC
ab i.
(5.21)
In terms of Ttot, the Ward identities take a simpler form:
∂µT
µa
tot = 0, ∂µT
µi
tot = −δD(x)Di + ∂kδD(x)λ[ik], (Ttot)µµ = 0, (5.22)
where we defined the displacement operator :
Di = Di − ∂aηia + ∂aλai + 1
2
∂a∂bC
ab
i . (5.23)
The form (5.22) of the Ward identities - which clearly still has to be interpreted as an
operatorial equation - make it manifest that one can construct globally conserved currents
for the space-time symmetries preserved by the defect.17
By using eqs. (C.10) to (C.15), it is easy to see that Ttot and Di are defined by the
total variations with respect to the bulk metric and the embedding function respectively.
This provides a compact way of writing the consequences of diffeomorphism and Weyl
invariance; on the other hand, it obscures the complete set of possible contact terms of
the stress-tensor, which from the CFT point of view correspond to the presence of specific
singularities in its defect OPE.
Finally, the flat space version of eq. (5.17) is the following:
(δξc + δσˆ) 〈X 〉 =
∫
D
ξˆi 〈DiX〉 . (5.24)
We see that the displacement operator completely encodes the effect of conformal transfor-
mations on correlation functions in the presence of a flat defect. Furthermore, eq. (5.22)
fixes both the scale dimension ∆D = p+1 and the normalization of this operator. It follows
that its Zamolodchikov norm CD, defined by
〈Di(x)Dj(0)〉 = CD δij
(x2)p+1
, (5.25)
is a piece of CFT data.
5.2 Constraints on CFT data.
The integrated Ward identity (5.24) provides information on the coupling of the displace-
ment to bulk operators, analogously to what happens for the appearance of the stress-tensor
in the bulk OPE. Indeed, when X comprises only one operator, both sides in eq. (5.24)
are free of cross-ratios, and only depend on the CFT data. This generates constraints, of
17Eq. (5.10) implies that the second addend in ∂µT
µi
tot is a total derivative. This allows to define a
conserved current for rotations in transverse directions, which in general contains a contribution from
internal degrees of freedom of the defect.
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which we consider three examples, namely the defect OPE of a scalar, vector, and 2-index
tensor primaries.
The easiest way of proceeding is to lift eq. (5.24) to the projective light-cone. On
the l.h.s., we just need to apply the appropriate generator of the Lorentz group in d + 2
dimensions. On the r.h.s., the corresponding killing vector is contracted with the displace-
ment, and one should make sense of the integration by defining the correct measure on the
light-cone. The issue of integration has be settled in [57], whose results we borrow. We
are going to assume that the operator Di is a primary, and check that the functional form
after integration matches the left hand side.
Let us start from a scalar operator O∆,0(P ). Under the Lorentz group, the change of
its one-point function coincides with the coordinate transformation, so the generator is the
same as the killing vector:
JAI = 2P[A
∂
∂P I]
. (5.26)
We can then write eq. (5.24) as follows:
PA
∂
∂P I
〈O∆,0(P )〉 = −
∫
DpQQA 〈O∆,0(P )DI(Q)〉 . (5.27)
We just need to plug in the form of the correlators involved, that is:
〈O∆,0(P1)D(P2, Z2)〉 = bOD Z2◦P1
(P1◦P1)(∆−p)/2(−2P1•P2)(p+1)
, (5.28)
〈O∆,0(P1)〉 = aO
(P1◦P1)∆/2
, (5.29)
The integrand has dimension p, so that the integral is well defined and can be computed
along the lines of [57]. We obtain the following scaling relation:
∆ aO =
(pi
4
) p
2
√
pi
Γ
(
1
2(p+ 1)
) bOD. (5.30)
This equation states that the coefficient of the identity and the one of the displacement
in the defect OPE of a scalar operator are linearly related. It is important to notice that,
since the displacement is not canonically normalized, the coefficient appearing in the defect
OPE is bOD/CD. Analogous considerations apply in the rest of this subsection. Eq. (5.30)
is the generalization of a result found by Cardy in the codimension one case [58], where
the normal component of the stress-tensor plays the role of the displacement [9, 8]. In
that case, the group of transverse rotations is trivial and the displacement does not carry
indices, but the result can be obtained by directly plugging p = d− 1 in eq. (5.30).
Odd spin primaries do not acquire a one-point function in parity invariant theories -
unless they are pseudo-tensors, a case which we do not consider here. The left hand side
of eq. (5.24) vanishes, while the right hand side for a spin one primary O∆,1(P,Z) can be
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computed using18
〈O∆,1(P1, Z1)D(P2, Z2)〉 = 1
(P1◦P1)(∆−p−1)/2(−2P1•P2)p+1
×
(
b1OD
P1◦Z2(P1•P2 P1◦Z1 − P1◦P1 P2•Z1)
P1◦P1 P1•P2
+b2OD
P1◦P1 Z1◦Z2 − P1◦Z2 P1◦Z1
P1◦P1
)
. (5.31)
The r.h.s. of eq. (5.24) does not vanish:∫
DpQQA 〈O∆,1(P,Z)DI(Q)〉 6= 0, (5.32)
therefore we conclude that b1OD = b
2
OD = 0, that is, spin one primaries do not couple with
the displacement. This conclusion holds true in the codimension one case, in which only
the structure proportional to b1OD survives, and still does not vanish upon integration.
Let us turn to the spin 2 case. The action of a conformal transformation on the one-
point function of a tensor is lifted simply as a Lorentz transformation involving both the
coordinate of the field insertion and the auxiliary vector, so that eq. (5.24) reads in this
case
2
(
P[A
∂
∂P I]
+ Z[A
∂
∂ZI]
)
〈O∆,2(P,Z)〉 = −
∫
DpQQA 〈O∆,2(P,Z)DI(Q)〉 . (5.33)
The one and two-point functions involved are written in eqs. (3.2), (3.11) respectively. Eq.
(5.33) translates into the following relations:19
b2OD =
1
p+ 1
(
∆
2
b3OD − b1OD
)
, (5.34a)
b3OD = 2
p+2pi−
p+1
2 Γ
(
p+ 3
2
)
aO. (5.34b)
Let us add a few comments. If the codimension is one, the structures multiplying b2OD
and b3OD vanish, and so does the integral of the remaining one: this allows in particular
the displacement to couple with the stress-tensor, which is expected since the first is the
defect limit of a component of the second. Comparing the relations (5.34) with the ones
which follow from conservation (3.13), one sees that compatibility is ensured by ∆ = d.
Finally, when Oµν = Tµν is the stress-tensor, another linear combination of the parameters
in its correlator with the displacement can be seen to be equal to CD, defined in eq. (5.25).
Thus the correlator is completely specified in terms of the latter, and of the coefficient of
the one-point function aT . To see this, let us look back at eq. (5.18), and specifically let
us choose the free index in a direction orthogonal to the defect. By comparison with eq.
(5.23) we see that the δ-function contribution on the defect is given by the displacement
18The relation with the conventions of section 3 is b1100 = b
1
OD, b0010 = b
2
OD
19The relation with the conventions of section 3 is b1200 = b
1
OD, b0110 = b
3
OD, b1001 = b
2
OD.
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plus descendants. The Ward-identity fixes the scale dimension of all the operators involved,
so the displacement is certainly orthogonal to ∂aλ
a
i and ∂a∂bC
ab
i . We can therefore write
the following equality:
〈∂µTµi(x) Dj(0)〉 = −δD 〈Di(xa)Dj(0)〉 . (5.35)
This equation is easily lifted to the projective light-cone by use of the Todorov operator:
1
d
∂P1 ·DZ1 〈T (P1, Z1)D(P2, Z2)〉 = −
CD δ
q(P J1 ) Z1◦Z2
(−2P1•P2)p+1 . (5.36)
Notice that, although on the Poincare´ section
−2P1•P2 = |(x1 − x2)a|2 + |xi1|2, (5.37)
eq. (5.36) is correct, thanks to the δ-function which kills the dependence on the transverse
coordinates. Upon integration against a test function, eq. (5.36) provides the following
relation:
b2TD =
1
p
(
(d+ q − 2)b
3
TD
2
+ q
CD
Ωq−1
)
, (5.38)
Ωq−1 = 2piq/2/Γ(q/2) being the volume of Sq−1. As promised, this relation, together with
eqs. (5.34), fixes the bulk-to-defect coupling of the displacement with the stress-tensor in
terms of the norm of the displacement (CD) and the coefficient of the one-point function
of the stress-tensor (aT ).
5.3 Displacement and reflection in two dimensional CFTs
The story of two dimensional defect conformal field theories is rich, and dates back to
the essential work of Cardy [11, 12] and Cardy and Lewellen [13]. Here we would like to
comment on the role of the displacement operator in this case. It is not difficult to see that
CD is intimately related with the reflection coefficient introduced in [59]. A straightforward
analysis of the defect operators present in the defect OPE of the stress-tensor also allows
to prove unitarity bounds for this coefficient. This analysis is greatly simplified by some
easy consequences of holomorphy. We put a CFT1 on the upper half and a CFT2 on the
lower half of the complex plane, parametrized by z = x + iy . Since both components of
the stress-tensor of either theory, T (z) and T¯ (z¯), are purely (anti)holomorphic, their defect
OPE cannot be singular. It follows at once by dimensional analysis that the only defect
operator surviving among the ones appearing in eqs. (5.18), (5.20) is the displacement
operator. This means in particular that the component Txy is continuous across the defect,
or in other words
T 1(x)− T¯ 1(x) = T 2(x)− T¯ 2(x), x ∈ R. (5.39)
In fact, in any dimension an interface CFT can be mapped to a boundary CFT by folding
the system. In 2d, mapping the CFT2 on the upper half plane corresponds to exchanging
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic fields, so that the interface is equivalent to a boundary
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condition for the theory CFT1×CFT2.20 The condition (5.39) is simply Cardy’s condition
for the stress-tensor of the folded theory T 1 + T¯ 2. Holomorphy and translational and scale
invariance fix all correlators of T 1 and T 2 up to constants. The gluing condition (5.39)
relates many of the constants:
〈T 1(z)T 2(z′)〉 = a/2
(z − z′)4 (5.40)
〈T¯ 1(z¯)T¯ 2(z¯′)〉 =(a+ c¯1 − c1)/2
(z¯ − z¯′)4 =
(a+ c¯2 − c2)/2
(z¯ − z¯′)4 (5.41)
〈T 1(z)T¯ 1(z¯′)〉 =(c1 − b)/2
(z − z¯′)4 (5.42)
〈T 2(z)T¯ 2(z¯′)〉 =(c2 − b)/2
(z − z¯′)4 . (5.43)
(5.44)
This imposes the condition
c1 − c¯1 = c2 − c¯2, (5.45)
but we will assume
c1 = c¯1, c2 = c¯2 (5.46)
in the following. Also, the parameters a and b are related by the remaining correlator:
〈T 1(z)T¯ 2(z¯′)〉 = (a− b)/2
(z − z¯′)4 . (5.47)
Here the minus sign is dictated by translational invariance along the real direction. How-
ever, this correlator doesn’t fall off when the fields are far away on the opposite sides of
the interface, therefore the boundary condition in this direction prompts us to fix
a = b. (5.48)
The displacement operator is (up to a sign)
D(x) = (T 1 + T¯ 1 − T 2 − T¯ 2)(x) = 2(T 1 − T 2)(x) = 2(T¯ 1 − T¯ 2)(x). (5.49)
Since there are four operators of dimension 2 and one gluing condition, there are other two
dimension 2 operators on the interface. One of them might be taken to be T = T 1 + T¯ 2, the
boundary stress-tensor for the folded theory, which is also, up to a factor 2, the displacement
for the folded theory. Notice that, unless c1 = c2, this operator is not orthogonal to D.
The coefficient of the displacement two-point function is
CD = 2(c1 + c2 − 2a) ≥ 0, (5.50)
20Consequences of the folding trick are in fact not completely understood - see [60] for some comments
in the case of topological defects - especially in non-rational theories, which lack a nice factorization of
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts. However, related subtleties are not relevant for the considerations
below. We thank Jurgen Fuchs for correspondence on this point.
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where the inequality holds in a unitary theory. We can actually obtain a stronger lower
bound and an upper bound for CD by considering the matrix of two-point functions of all
the dimension 2 fields at our disposal. We go to the folded picture and denote:
T˜ 2(z) = T¯ 2(z¯′), z¯ = z′, =z′ < 0. (5.51)
Then one can verify that, with respect to the total stress tensor,
T (z) = T 1(z) + T˜ 2(z), (5.52)
the following two fields are primaries21 (in the notation of [59])
W (z) =c2T
1(z)− c1T˜ 2(z), (5.53)
W¯ (z¯) =c2T¯
1(z¯)− c1 ˜¯T 2(z¯). (5.54)
Being (anti)holomorphic, these fields have non-singular defect OPEs, and the coefficients of
the two point functions of the boundary operators compute the overlap of the corresponding
states in radial quantization. The matrix of inner products should have positive eigenvalues
in a unitary theory:
G =
1
2
c1 + c2 0 00 c1c2(c1 + c2) (c1 + c2)(c1c2 − a(c1 + c2))
0 (c1 + c2)(c1c2 − a(c1 + c2)) c1c2(c1 + c2)
 . (5.55)
The eigenvalues of G are
λ1 =
1
2
(c1 + c2), λ2 =
a
2
(c1 + c2)
2, λ3 = −1
2
(a(c1 + c2)− 2c1c2). (5.56)
From positivity of λ2 and λ3 it follows that
2
(c1 − c2)2
c1 + c2
≤ CD ≤ 2 (c1 + c2). (5.57)
Notice that the upper bound is saturated by the case of a boundary condition, for which
a = 0 in eq. (5.40).
As already mentioned, a general definition of reflection and transmission coefficients
in 2d CFT was put forward in [59]. It is easy to see that the reflection coefficient R can be
expressed in terms of the coefficient of the two-point function of the displacement operator:
R = CD
2(c1 + c2)
. (5.58)
We find therefore that, in a unitary theory, reflection is less than unity, as it should, and
transparency is bounded by the square of the difference of the central charges:(
c1 − c2
c1 + c2
)2
≤ R ≤ 1. (5.59)
21In this section primaries are intended to be Virasoro primaries, as customary in 2d CFT.
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5.4 Examples
When dealing with strongly coupled CFTs, usually the conformal data are all that mat-
ters, and the explicit expression of renormalized operators in terms of elementary fields
is inaccessible. On the contrary, when perturbation theory makes sense, it is useful to
consider the free field composite operators as starting point. Here we give a few free theory
examples of the defect operators which appear in eqs. (5.7)-(5.23) above. Dealing with free
theories, we never need to worry about running couplings, so that conformal invariance of
the defects that we consider simply follows from dimensional analysis. Most of the exam-
ples have already been considered elsewhere. In what follows, we will sometimes employ
the notation σ = {σa}, along with the usual x‖ = {xa} for the parallel coordinates and
x⊥ = {xi} for the orthogonal ones.
Minimal coupling to a free scalar Let us start by considering a single free scalar field
φ in a flat d dimensional Euclidean space. Rather than the usual QFT normalization of
the field φ we will use the CFT one,22 in which the two-point function is
G0(x, y) ≡ 〈φ(x)φ(y)〉0 = 1|x− y|2∆ . (5.61)
We place in the vacuum the following planar p-dimensional defect:
OD = exp
(
λ
∫
D
dpσφ(σ)
)
. (5.62)
Notice that OD is the extended operator itself, according to the notation of eq. (2.19). In
what follows, we sometimes alternatively use the defect action SD = − logOD. The defect
is conformal when p equals the dimension ∆ of the scalar:
p = ∆ =
d
2
− 1 , q ≡ d− p = d
2
+ 1 ; (5.63)
the scalar Wilson line in four dimensions is one example [28].
The equation of motion reads
φ = −λ (d− 2)Ωd−1 δD . (5.64)
In the presence of the defect, the one-point function of φ can be computed in various
ways. For instance, one can solve the equation of motion (5.64), or use the properties of
free exponentials to get
〈φ(x)〉 = 〈φ(x)OD〉0〈OD〉0 = λ
∫
dpσ 〈φ(x)φ(σ)〉0. (5.65)
22In the CFT normalization, the free action is
1
(d− 2)Ωd−1
∫
M
ddx
1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ , (5.60)
where Ωd−1 = 2pid/2/Γ(d/2) is the volume of Sd−1.
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Either way,
〈φ(x)〉 = aφ|x⊥|∆ , with aφ = 2λ
Ωd−1
Ωq−1
. (5.66)
For completeness, let us also write down the two-point function:
〈φ(x)φ(y)〉 = 〈φ(x)φ(x)OD〉0〈OD〉0 = 〈φ(x)φ(x)〉0 + 〈φ(x)〉〈φ(y)〉
=
1
|x− y|2∆ +
a2φ
|x⊥|∆|y⊥|∆ =
1
|x⊥|∆|y⊥|∆
(
1
ξ∆
+ a2φ
)
.
(5.67)
The form of this correlator means in particular that the defect OPE of the fundamental
field is only mildly deformed from the case of a trivial defect: the identity appears, but the
other couplings remain untouched.
The (improved) stress-tensor for the free scalar field φ reads
Tµν =
1
(d− 2)Ωd−1
(
∂µφ∂νφ− 1
2
δµν∂φ · ∂φ− 1
4
d− 2
d− 1 (∂µ∂ν − δµν)φ
2
)
. (5.68)
Contact terms in the Ward identities of the stress-tensor follow from the definition
(5.68):
∂µT
µν =
1
(d− 2)Ωd−1∂
νφφ, T µµ =
1
(d− 2)Ωd−1
d− 2
2
φφ , (5.69)
and from the use of the e.o.m. (5.64):
〈∂µTµνX〉 = −λ 〈∂νφX〉 δD(x), 〈T µµ X〉 = −λ
d− 2
2
〈φX〉 δD(x) . (5.70)
This is in agreement with the Ward identities (5.18), (5.20). Indeed, the defect in curved
space-time becomes
OD = λ
∫
D
dpσ
√
γ φ (X(σ)) , (5.71)
and
Bab ≡ 2√
γ
δOD
δγab
∣∣∣∣
flat
= λφ δab , (5.72)
We also have, in the flat space limit,
Da = λ∂aφ , Di = Di = λ∂iφ . (5.73)
Eq.s (5.72) and (5.73) are consistent with the Ward identity for reparametrization symme-
try, eq. (5.19). The norm CD of the displacement follows from the two-point function
〈Di(x‖)Dj(y‖)〉 = λ2
∂
∂xi
∂
∂yj
〈φ(x)φ(y)〉
∣∣∣∣
x⊥=y⊥=0
, CD = 2λ
2∆. (5.74)
The coupling of φ to the displacement is also easily computed:
〈Di(y‖)φ(x)〉 = λ
∂
∂yi
〈φ(y)φ(x)〉
∣∣∣∣
y⊥=0
= 2∆λ
xi
((x− y)2‖ + x2⊥)∆+1
, (5.75)
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and since
bφD = 2∆λ = ∆
(pi
4
)− p
2
Γ
(
p+1
2
)
√
pi
aφ , (5.76)
this explicitly verifies the general relation (5.30) between the coefficient of the identity and
the one of the displacement in the defect OPE of φ.
The one-point function of the stress tensor in presence of the defect can be computed by
diagrammatic methods or by evaluating Tµν on the classical solution, i.e., on the one-point
function eq. (5.66). The result agrees with the expected form eq. (2.37) with
aT = − (d− 2)
4(d− 1)
a2φ
Ωd−1
. (5.77)
Similarly, a direct computation shows that the coupling between the displacement operator
and the stress-tensor is of the form (2.40), with ∆ = d, ∆̂ = p + 1 and with the following
defect OPE coefficients:
b1DT = −λ2
d(d− 2)
2(d− 1) pi
− d+2
4 Γ
(
d+ 6
4
)
, b2DT = −λ2
(d− 2)3
16(d− 1) pi
− d+2
4 Γ
(
d− 2
4
)
,
b3DT = −λ2
d(d− 2)
2(d− 1) pi
− d+2
4 Γ
(
d+ 2
4
)
. (5.78)
Equations (5.74) (5.77) (5.78) verify the constraints (5.34) and (5.38).
Minimal coupling to a p-form Let us consider an (Abelian) p-form A minimally cou-
pled to a p-dimensional object D. The action reads
1
2
∫
M
F ∧ ∗F − λ
∫
D
A =
1
2(p+ 1)!
∫
M
ddxFµ1...µp+1F
µ1...µp+1 − λ
∫
D
dpx‖A1...p , (5.79)
where F = dA. This system is scale invariant when
p =
d
2
− 1 . (5.80)
In fact, there is full conformal invariance, as can be checked from the trace of the stress-
tensor eq. (5.82). This is a simple generalization of a charged particle in four dimensions,
which corresponds to the case p = 1 in d = 4. The equations of motion read
∂µFµ 1...p = −λ δD , (5.81)
while ∂µFµν1...νp = 0 for all other sets of indices ν1, . . . νp. The bulk stress-energy tensor
for the p-form field is given by
Tµν =
1
p!
(
Fµρ1...ρpF
ρ1...ρp
ν − δµν 1
2(p+ 1)
Fρ1...ρp+1F
ρ1...ρp+1
)
. (5.82)
Direct computation of the one-point function yields the expected form eq. (2.37), with
aT = −
(
λ
Ωq−1
)2
. (5.83)
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The trace of the stress tensor vanishes identically, therefore the only contact terms appear
in its derivative:
∂µT
µi = −λδD Fi 1...p , T µµ (x) = 0 . (5.84)
The defect action in eq. (5.79) is directly generalized to a curved case, since it is
written as the integral of a form:
SD = −λ
∫
D
A = − λ
p!
∫
D
Aµ1...µpe
µ1
a1 . . . e
µp
apdσ
a1 ∧ . . . dσap . (5.85)
Since the induced metric γab, the normal vectors n
µ
I and the extrinsic curvature K
I
ab do not
appear, the operator Bab, λµ
I and CabI vanish, so that (5.84) is consistent with the Ward
identity for Weyl rescalings, eq. (5.20).
We have instead non-trivial operators
ηµ
a = −δSD
δeµa
=
λ
(p− 1)!Aµa2...ap
aa2...ap (5.86)
and
Dµ = − δSD
δXµ
=
λ
p!
∂µAa1...ap
a1...ap . (5.87)
These are not primary operators, since they are not gauge invariant. The gauge invariant
combination is the one appearing in the Ward identities (5.18), which coincides with the
displacement operator, i.e.
Di = Di − ∂aηia = λFi0...p−1 . (5.88)
This is in agreement with eq. (5.84).
Vector coupled with lower dimensional matter. We now go back to a free vector
field in a generic dimension d, but this time we add degrees of freedom on a p dimensional
subspace. If we choose these additional fields to possess a global SO(q)I symmetry, we can
couple the two theories by a symmetry breaking term that only preserves the diagonal of
SO(q)I×SO(q), the latter being the usual transverse rotational symmetry. It is convenient
to start from the Stuckelberg Lagrangian, so that we have enough fields at disposal to make
the defect coupling gauge invariant. The redundant description contains a vector Aµ and
a scalar B, and a symmetry is imposed under the following local transformations:
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µΛ, B → B +mΛ. (5.89)
We couple the usual action with a defect in the following way:
S =
∫
M
ddx
(
1
4
F 2µν +
m2
2
(
Aµ − 1
m
∂µB
)2)
+
λ
2
∫
D
dpx
(
(∂aφ
i)2 + 2µ
(
Ai − 1
m
∂iB
)
φi
)
.
(5.90)
While at low energy the bulk theory contains a massive vector, at high energy the longi-
tudinal degree of freedom decouples. We will come back later to the massless limit. The
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equations of motion are
∂µF
µν −m2(Aν − ∂νB/m) = δνi δD(x)λµφi, (5.91)
m2∂µ(Aµ − ∂µB/m) = −∂iδD(x)λµφi, (5.92)
µ(Ai − ∂iB/m) = φi. (5.93)
Notice that the e.o.m. are compatible with the antisymmetry of the field strength, in the
sense that ∂µ∂νF
µν = 0. The stress-tensor reads
Tµν = FµρFν
ρ +m2 (Aµ − ∂µB/m) (Aν − ∂νB/m)− δµν
(
1
4
F 2ρσ +
m2
2
(Aµ − ∂µB/m)2
)
.
(5.94)
Let us consider its divergence:
∂µTµν = δD λµφiFνi − ∂iδD λµφi (Aν − ∂νB/m) . (5.95)
It is important to notice that the fields appearing in the contact terms preserve their full
space-time dependence. In other words, upon integration by parts the derivative acting
on the delta function in the second addend ends up acting on A and B. On the contrary,
the Ward identities (5.18) were written assuming that defect operators only depend on the
parallel coordinates. With this in mind, we can rewrite eq. (5.95) as follows:
∂µTµν = δD λµφi∂ν(Ai − ∂iB/m)− ∂iδD λµφi (Aν − ∂νB/m) , (5.96)
where now all fields and their derivatives are evaluated at the defect and do not carry
dependence on transverse coordinates any more.
When coupling the theory to a background metric, we also need to upgrade the SO(q)I
symmetry to a local one, so that the bulk-to-boundary mixing term couples the rotations
in the normal bundle to the internal symmetry. For the same reason, the background gauge
field for the internal symmetry has to coincide with the spin connection µa IJ as defined
in (C.6). Altogether, the defect action in curved space time - without any improvement,
since we cannot achieve conformal invariance in the bulk anyway - is
SD =
λ
2
∫
D
((
Daφ
I
)2
+ 2µ (Aµ − ∂µB/m)nµIφI
)
, Daφ
I = ∂aφ
I + µa
I
Jφ
J . (5.97)
Let us identify the defect operators appearing in the contact terms coming from the
action (5.97):
Bab =
λ
2
(
2∂aφ
i∂bφ
i − ((∂cφi)2 + 2µ (Ai − ∂iB/m)φi) δab) , (5.98)
Dµ = −λµφi ∂µ(Ai − ∂iB/m) , (5.99)
λµ
i = −λµ (Aµ − ∂µB/m)φi, (5.100)
ja
ij = −λ∂aφ[iφj]. (5.101)
On shell, one finds in particular
∂aBab = λφi∂bφi − λµ∂b
(
(Ai − ∂iB/m)φi
)
= Db, (5.102)
∂aja
ij = −λµ
(
A[i − ∂[iB/m
)
φj] = λ[ij], (5.103)
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in agreement with eqs. (5.19) and (5.10). Plugging this into (5.18), we find perfect agree-
ment with eq. (5.96).
Let us now look for a fixed point of the action (5.90). In order to have a non singular
massless limit on the defect, µ needs to vanish with m. This means that the transverse
degrees of freedom of the photon decouple from the lower dimensional matter, and we end
up with the coupling of a bulk with a defect scalar field:
Smassless =
∫
M
ddx
1
2
(∂µB)
2 +
λ
2
∫
D
dpx
(
(∂aφ
i)2 − 2κ∂iBφi
)
, κ =
µ
m
. (5.104)
All couplings are dimensionless for a codimension two defect. In this case one can achieve
Weyl invariance by improving both the bulk and the defect action with the usual coupling
to the Ricci scalar, and furthermore by supplementing the defect action with a linear
coupling to the extrinsic curvatures:
SD =
λ
2
∫
D
dpx
√
γ
((
Daφ
I
)2
+
p− 2
4(p− 1)R̂ (φ
I)2 − 2κ∂IBφI + κBφIKI
)
. (5.105)
By means of the massless limit of eq. (5.92), and repeating the step which led us from
(5.95) to (5.96), we obtain the trace of the stress-tensor in flat space:
Tµ
µ =
d− 2
2
λκ
(−δD ∂iBφi + ∂iδD Bφi) . (5.106)
Comparing with the operators Bab, λµ
I and CIab extracted from SD, we find that these are
the right contact terms for a conformal defect when p = d− 2, as expected.
6. Conclusions and outlook
In this work, we have used the embedding formalism to analyze correlation functions in a
generic CFT endowed with a conformal defect. The tensor structures appearing in a two-
point function of symmetric traceless (bulk or defect) primaries have been classified. We
also started the exploration of the crossing constraints for defects of generic codimension,
by deriving the conformal blocks for the scalar two-point function in the defect channel
and setting up the light-cone expansion for the bulk channel. Moreover, for codimension
two defects, we found that the bulk channel blocks for identical external scalars are equal
to the blocks of the four-point function of a homogeneous CFT (i.e. without defects), up
to a change of variables. This means in particular that the bulk blocks are now known in
closed form for codimension two defects in even dimensional CFTs, and of course all the
results available in odd dimensions apply as well (see [56] for a recent progress in d = 3.).
Finally, we described the possible protected defect operators appearing in the OPE of
the stress-tensor with the defect, and derived constraints on the CFT data starting from
the appropriate Ward identities. In the two dimensional case, we pointed out that the
Zamolodchikov norm of the displacement operator contains the same information as the
reflection coefficient defined in [59], and we derived unitarity bounds for the latter.
These results can be extended in multiple directions. It should be possible to find
an algorithmic way of constructing correlation functions involving an arbitrary number of
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primaries. Also, the number of independent structures depend on the dimension of space
and of the defect, so one may inquire the case of low dimensional CFTs. We did not
consider mixed symmetry tensors or spinors. The latter might be done generalizing the
results contained in [46] and [4] respectively. Much in the same way, we expect that many
of the techniques that have been developed for the four-point function could be bent to the
purpose of computing conformal blocks for a scalar two-point function in the presence of a
defect. This is work in progress [45]. It is also worth mentioning that the simplest bootstrap
equation, the one we considered, does not exhaust the constraints coming from crossing
symmetry. Indeed, it is not difficult to realize that all correlation functions automatically
obey crossing only when the three-point functions 〈O1O2Ô〉 do.
The results presented here are sufficient to set up a bootstrap analysis of codimension
two defects. Upon completion of some of the formal developments outlined above, it will
be possible to do the same for generic flat extended operators. Two-point functions of
bulk operators can be bootstrapped with the method of determinants [38], while the linear
functional method [36] meets the obstruction of lack of positivity in the bulk channel.23
On the contrary, four-point functions of defect operators are clearly amenable to the latter
technique [44]. Finally, it is also possible to study the bootstrap equations analytically in
the presence of defects, and obtain asymptotic information about the spectrum of defect
primaries [61].
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A. Notations and conventions
M is the d-dimensional space-time with coordinates xµ, µ = 1, ..., d. M = Rd throughout
the paper, except for section 5. The coordinates in the embedding space are PM , with M =
(+,−, µ), except in subsection 2.3, where we use Cartesian coordinates M = (0, µ, d+ 1),
with P± = P 0 ± P d+1.
The defect is a p dimensional sub manifold D with coordinates σa, a = 1, ..., p, em-
bedded into M by xµ = Xµ(σ). We denote the codimension with q: p + q = d. D is a
plane or a sphere throughout the paper, except in section 5. For a flat defect in Rd, we
use an adapted system of coordinates xµ = (xa, xi), where the defect D lies at xi = 0.
In the embedding light-cone, the defect is a (p+ 2)-dimensional sub-manifold, and we use
an adapted system of coordinates PM = (PA, P I), where the defect lies at P I = 0. In
subsection 2.3 and in section 5, we also denote by I, J = 1, ..., q an index in the normal
bundle to D.
The stability group of the defect is SO(p+ 1, 1)× SO(q), where q is the codimension.
Bulk operators considered in this paper are rank-J symmetric, traceless, tensors of SO(d).
Defect operators are rank-j symmetric, traceless, tensors of SO(p) and rank-s symmetric,
traceless, tensors of their flavour symmetry group SO(q). We denote them as follows:
Oµ1,...µJ∆ (x
µ) and Ô
a1,...aj ;i1,...is
∆̂
(xa). (A.1)
When several operators are present, we distinguish them with a further label n (and not
i). Operators uplifted to the embedding space are encoded in homogeneus polynomials of
an auxiliary variable Z (or Z and W for defect operators), so we use notations like
O∆,J(P,Z) and Ô∆̂,j,s(P,Z,W ) (A.2)
In certain cases, like with the stress tensor, the labels ∆, J (or ∆̂, j, s) are redundant and
we omit them.
We denote the conformal blocks as follows:
f∆,J two-point function, bulk channel,
f̂
∆̂,j,s
two-point function, defect channel,
f4pt∆,J four-point function without defect.
(A.3)
B. OPE channels of scalar primaries and the conformal blocks
This appendix collects some facts related to bulk scalar primaries. In particular, we describe
the most general defect OPE of a free scalar in B.1.1, and we give a formula for the scalar
block in the bulk-channel, eq. (B.27). All other results are not new.
B.1 Bulk and defect OPEs
The regular OPE in the bulk can be expressed as
O1(x1)O2(x2) =
∑
k
c12k
(x212)
1
2
(∆1+∆2−∆k+J)
C(J)(x12, ∂2)µ1...µJOµ1...µJk (x2), (B.1)
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where c12k are the structure constants appearing in the three-points functions in the absence
of a defect and C(J) are differential operators fixed by SO(d+ 1, 1) symmetry [62]. For the
exchange of a scalar, one can derive the following expression [63]:
C(0)(s, ∂2) = 1
B(a, b)
∫ 1
0
dα αa−1(1− α)b−1eαs·∂2
×
∑
m=0
1
m!
1
(∆k + 1− d/2)m [−
1
4
s2α(1− α)∂22 ]m,
(B.2)
where (k)m = Γ(k + m)/Γ(k), B(a, b) is the Euler Beta function, a = (∆k + ∆12)/2,
b = (∆k −∆12)/2 and we assume [s, ∂] = 0.
Similarly, the defect OPE can be written as follows:24
O(x) =
∑
Ô
b
OÔ
|xi|∆−∆̂
C
Ô
(
|xi|2∂2‖
) xi1 ...xis
|xi|s Ô
i1,...is(xa), (B.3)
where ∂2‖ ≡ ∂a∂a. The explicit form of the differential operator CÔ is fixed by the
SO(p+ 1, 1)× SO(q) symmetry:
C
Ô
(
|xi|2∂2‖
)
=
∑
m=0
cm
(
|xi|2∂2‖
)m
, cm =
1
m!
(−4)−m(
∆̂ + 1− p2
)
m
. (B.4)
B.1.1 Defect OPE of a free scalar
The spectrum of defect primaries can be complicated, no matter how simple the bulk theory
is. This simply follows from the fact that new degrees of freedom with intricate dynamics
might be present on the defect. However, bulk-to-defect couplings are constrained by the
properties of the bulk. In a free theory, a differential operator exists that annihilates all
correlators of the elementary field, and as a consequence it annihilates all its OPEs [64].
Consider for instance the theory of a free boson ϕ. Let us focus on the contribution of a
defect primary to the OPE (B.3). When applying the Laplace operator ∂2 = ∂2⊥ + ∂
2
‖ to
the right hand side, we can disregard the parallel part, which acts on the primary to give
descendants. Denoting the transverse twist τ̂ ≡ ∆̂− s, we then get
0 ∼ b
OÔ
(∆− τ̂) (∆− τ̂ + 2− q − 2s) xi1 ...xis|xi|∆−τ̂+2 Ô
i1,...is(xa) + . . . (B.5)
where of course ∆ = (d− 2)/2. It follows that b
OÔ
= 0 unless
τ̂ = ∆, or τ̂ = ∆ + 2− q − 2s. (B.6)
We see that primaries with protected dimension are generically induced on the defect. The
first equation isolates a tower of primaries that we may denote ∂̂s⊥ϕ. The second equation
has solutions only for finitely many values of the transverse spin s in a unitary theory,
precisely s ≤ (4 − q)/2. The inequality is saturated for a defect scalar at the unitarity
bound, and in particular, at s = 1 this is possible only for codimension two defects. This
is precisely the case of the last example discussed in subsection 5.4. Finally, the identity
can appear in the defect OPE of ϕ only when q = d/2 + 1, which matches the first of the
examples in the same subsection.
24With respects to eq. (3.9) we have bs,0,0,0 = bOÔ .
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Bulk channel
1
Σ2
Defect
Figure 4: One way to do radial quantization is to quantize around a bulk point. We can always
choose a sphere which does not intersect the defect and such that both insertions lie in its interior.
B.2 The Casimir equations for the two-point function
For the sake of completeness, we give here a derivation of the Casimir equations that appear
in section 4. In a defect CFT, there are two ways of doing radial quantization: we can
define a state on a sphere Σ centered in some point in the bulk, or on a sphere Σ̂ centered
in a point on the defect. In the first case, in the absence of insertions and when the radius
of the sphere is smaller than the distance from the defect, the state on the sphere is the
conformal invariant vacuum |0〉. The partition function in the presence of the defect is
given by the superposition of this vacuum with a state 〈D| defined by evaluating the path
integral on the exterior of Σ - see fig. 4. If we center the quantization on the defect, the
sphere Σ̂ is decorated by its intersection with the defect - see fig. 5 - and a new vacuum
|D̂〉 is thus defined. Of course, we can write a two-point function in the two schemes:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 = 〈D|O1(x1)O2(x2) |0〉
= 〈D̂|O1(x1)O2(x2) |D̂〉 . (B.7)
The conformal block decompositions in the bulk and defect channels correspond to the
insertion of a complete set of states in the two lines of eq. (B.7) respectively:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉 =
∑
α=O,PµO,...
〈D|α〉 1〈α|α〉 〈α|O1(x1)O2(x2) |0〉+ other families, (B.8)
=
∑
α̂=Ô,PaÔ,...
〈D̂|O1(x1) |α̂〉 1〈α̂|α̂〉 〈α̂|O2(x2) |D̂〉+ other families. (B.9)
We will focus on a single conformal family from here on. The generators of the full confor-
mal group JMN act on scalar primaries as follows
i[JMN , Oi(xi)] = J (i)MNOi(xi), JMN =
(
PM
∂
∂PN
− PN ∂
∂PM
)
. (B.10)
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Defect channel
Defect
Σ12
Figure 5: The theory can also be quantized around a point on the defect. This is usually associated
with the defect OPE.
Bulk and defect vacua are invariant under a different set of generators:
JMN |0〉 = 0, JAB |D̂〉 = JIJ |D̂〉 = 0. (B.11)
If we define the Casimir operators of SO(d+ 1, 1), SO(p+ 1, 1) and SO(q) respectively:
J2 =
1
2
JMNJ
MN , L2 =
1
2
JABJ
AB, S2 =
1
2
JIJJ
IJ , (B.12)
their action on any state belonging to the family of O or Ô is given by
J2 |α〉 = C∆,J |α〉 , L2 |α̂〉 = Ĉ∆̂,0 |α̂〉 , S2 |α̂〉 = Ĉ0,s |α̂〉 , (B.13)
with C∆,J = ∆(∆− d) + J(J + d− 2) and Ĉ∆̂,s = ∆̂(∆̂− p) + s(s+ q − 2). The Casimir
equations are now easily obtained. For the bulk channel, we apply the operator J2 in eq.
(B.8), we use alternatively eq. (B.10) and eqs. (B.11), (B.13), and we obtain∑
α=O,PµO,...
〈D|α〉 1〈α|α〉 〈α|
1
2
[JMN , [J
MN ,O1(x1)O2(x2)]] |0〉
= −1
2
(
J (1)MN + J (2)MN
)2 〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉O
= C∆,J 〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉O .
(B.14)
Here the subscript means restriction to the contribution of a single conformal family:
〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉O =
∑
α=O,PµO,...
〈D|α〉 1〈α|α〉 〈α|O1(x1)O2(x2) |0〉 . (B.15)
The Casimir equation in the defect channel is obtained similarly. In this case the Casimir
operator is only made to act on one of the operators. For instance, starting from∑
α̂=Ô,PaÔ,...
〈D̂| 1
2
[JAB[J
AB, O1(x1)]] |α̂〉 1〈α̂|α̂〉 〈α̂|O2(x2) |D̂〉 , (B.16)
one immediately obtains the first of the eqs. (4.3). The second one can be derived analo-
gously.
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B.3 The bulk-channel block for an exchanged scalar
Here, we obtain a formula for the scalar conformal block starting from the OPE (B.1). The
result follows from manipulating the r.h.s. of the following equation:
akξ
−(∆1+∆2)/2f∆k,0(ξ, θ) =
|xi1|∆1 |xi2|∆2
(x212)
1
2
(∆1+∆2−∆k)
C(0)(x12, ∂2)〈Ok(x2)〉, (B.17)
where the differential operator C(0) is defined in (B.2) and
〈Ok(x2)〉 = ak|xi2|∆k
. (B.18)
For ease of notation, in this appendix we use sµ = xµ12. Let us compute the expression
C(0)(s, ∂2)|xi2|−∆k . Since [s, ∂2] = 0 by definition, eαs·∂2 acts as a translation:
eαs·∂2 |xi2|−∆k = |xi2 + αsi|−∆k , (B.19)
Furthermore:
(∂22⊥)
m|xi2|−∆k = 4m
(
∆k
2
)
m
(
∆k
2
+ 1− q
2
)
m
|xi2|−(∆k+2m), (B.20)
where ∂2⊥ ≡ ∂i2∂i2. Hence
C(0)(s, ∂2)|xi2|−∆k =
1
B(a, b)
∫ 1
0
dα αa−1(1− α)b−1
×
∑
m=0
1
m!
(
∆k
2
)
m
(
∆k
2 + 1− q2
)
m
(∆k + 1− d/2)m
[−s2α(1− α)]m
|xi2|(∆k+2m)
=
1
B(a, b)
∫ 1
0
dα αa+m−1(1− α)b+m−1
×
∑
m=0
1
m!
(
∆k
2
)
m
(
∆k
2 + 1− q2
)
m
(∆k + 1− d/2)m
(−s2)m|xi2|−(∆k+2m)
(1 + α2 |s
i|2
|xi2|2
+ 2α
sixi2
|xi2|
)(∆k+2m)
.
(B.21)
Recall that a = (∆k + ∆12)/2, b = (∆k −∆12)/2. Using now∫ 1
0
dα αw−1(1− α)r−1(1− αx′)−ρ(1− αy′)−σ = B(w, r)F1(w, ρ, σ, w + r;x′; y′), (B.22)
we find
C(0)(s, ∂2)|xi2|−∆k =
1
B(a, b)
∫ 1
0
dα αa+m−1(1− α)b+m−1
×
∑
m=0
1
m!
(
∆k
2
)
m
(
∆k
2 + 1− q2
)
m
(∆k + 1− d/2)m B(a+m, b+m)
× (−s
2)m
|xi2|(∆k+2m)
F1
(
a+m,m+
∆k
2
,m+
∆k
2
, 2m+ ∆k;x
′, y′
)
,
(B.23)
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where x′, y′ are solutions of 
x′ + y′ = −2 s
ixi2
|xi2|2
,
x′y′ =
|si|2
|xi2|2
.
(B.24)
The Appell function in (B.23) is secretly a hypergeometric:
F1(w, ρ, σ, ρ+ σ;x
′; y′) = (1− y′)w2F1
(
w, ρ, ρ+ σ;
x+ y′
1− y′
)
. (B.25)
This formula also allows to reconstruct the explicit dependence on the cross-ratios:
f∆,0(ξ, φ) =
1
B(a, b)
ξ
∆k
2
∑
m
1
m!
(∆k2 )m(
∆k
2 + 1− q2)m
(∆k + 1− d2)m
(−ξe−iφ)m×
B(m+ a,m+ b)e−iaφ2F1
(
m+ a,m+
∆k
2
,∆k + 2m; 2i sinφe
−iφ
)
. (B.26)
(B.26) can be finally recast in a form which agrees with the light-cone expansion (4.15) by
means of the quadratic transformation (4.28):
f∆k,0(ξ, φ) =
1
B(a, b)
ξ
∆k
2
∑
m
1
m!
(∆k2 )m(
∆k
2 + 1− q2)m
(∆k + 1− d2)m
(−ξ)m
×B(m+ a,m+ b)2F1
(
m+ a
2
,
m+ b
2
,
∆k + 1
2
+m; sin2 φ
)
. (B.27)
As a special case, (B.26) reduces to a nice closed form when φ = 0:
f∆k,0(ξ, 0) = ξ
∆k
2 3F2
(
1− q
2
+
∆k
2
, a, b;
1
2
+
∆k
2
, 1− d
2
+ ∆k;−ξ
4
)
, (B.28)
and reproduces the boundary CFT result [10, 43] when q = 1:
f∆k,0(ξ) = ξ
∆k
2 2F1
(
a, b,∆k + 1− d
2
;−ξ
4
)
. (B.29)
C. Differential geometry of sub-manifolds
In this appendix we collect some definitions and elementary results in differential geometry
of sub-manifolds which are useful in section 5. We refer, for instance, to [65] and [66] for
more details.
The induced metric on a sub-manifold D is defined as follows:
γab = e
µ
a e
ν
b gµν , e
µ
a =
∂Xµ
∂σa
. (C.1)
We raise and lower latin indices with γ, so that the inverse induced metric can be written
as
γab = eaµe
b
νg
µν . (C.2)
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We choose a set of q unit vector fields nµI normal to the defect through the following
conditions:
nIµe
µ
a = 0, n
I
µn
µJ = δIJ . (C.3)
When restricted to the defect, the bulk metric enjoys the following decomposition, which
is just the completeness relation for the basis in the tangent bundle of M:
gµν(X) = eµ
aeνa + n
I
µn
I
ν . (C.4)
The extrinsic curvatures are defined as follows:
∇aebµ = ∂aebµ − Γˆcabecµ + Γµλσeaλebσ = nµIKIab , KIab = KI(ab) . (C.5)
We denoted with a hat the Christoffel symbols of the induced metric. The Weingarten
decomposition holds:
∇anµI = ∂anµI + Γµλνeaλ nIν − µaJI nµJ = −KIabeµb , µaIJ = µa[IJ ] . (C.6)
µaIJ is sometimes called the torsion tensor, and provides a spin connection for the normal
bundle. In this way ∇a, which we defined to act on both flat and curved indices, is covari-
ant both under diffeomorphisms in D and local orthogonal transformations in the normal
bundle. In other terms, an infinitesimal local rotation in the normal bundle, parametrized
by an antisymmetric matrix ω, acts as
δωn
µ
I = ωIJn
µJ , δωKIab = ωIJK
J
ab , δωµaIJ = −∇aωIJ . (C.7)
The bulk and defect Riemann tensors and the extrinsic curvatures are related by the
Gauss-Codazzi equations:
Rˆabcd = K
I
acK
I
bd −KIadKIbc +Rabcd , (C.8)
∇cKIab −∇bKIac = RaIbc . (C.9)
Here we defined Rabcd ≡ Rµνρσeµaeνb eρceσd , and similarly in the second line, where the con-
traction with a normal vector appears.
Hereafter, we report some notions in variational calculus on sub-manifolds, which are
needed in section 5. The variations of the normal vectors, of the extrinsic curvatures
and of the torsion tensor are induced, through their definition in eq.s (C.1-C.6), from the
variations of the metric gµν (and of its Christoffel connection) evaluated on D and of the
tangent vectors eµa . From eq. (C.1) we find
δγab = 2eµ(aδe
µ
b) + e
µ
ae
ν
b δgµν . (C.10)
Decomposing the variation of the normal vectors on the basis given by eµa and n
µ
I and
considering the variation of eq.s (C.3) one finds25
δnµI =
(
−1
2
nρIn
σ
Jδgρσ + ωIJ
)
nµJ − (nρIeσaδgρσ + nIρδeρa) eaµ , (C.12)
25It is useful to write down also the variation of nµI ≡ gµνnνI :
δnµI =
(
1
2
nρIn
σ
Jδgρσ + ωIJ
)
nJµ − nIρδeρaeaµ . (C.11)
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where the antisymmetric matrix ωIJ is undetermined. The variation of the extrinsic cur-
vatures can be derived from eq. (C.5), and it involves also the variation of the Christoffel
connection:
δKIab = ∇(aδeµb)nIµ + nIµΓµλσδeλ(aeσb) + nIµδΓµλσeλaeσb + nµJKJabδnIµ . (C.13)
Finally, from eq. (C.6) we obtain the variation of the torsion tensor µ:
δµIJa = −∇aδn[IµnJ ]µ − n[Jµ ΓµλνδeλanI]ν − n[Jµ δΓµλνeλanI]ν +K [IabebµδnJ ]µ . (C.14)
From these formulæ we can obtain the expressions pertaining to the various symmetries
by specializing the form of δeµa , δgµν and δΓ
µ
νρ. Note that in general the total variation
δgµν(X) = g
′
µν(X + δX)− gµν(X) can be decomposed into a variation in form, δggµν , and
a part due to the change in the argument:
δgµν = δggµν + δXgµν , with δXgµν = δX
λ∂λgµν . (C.15)
The same applies to the connection Γµνρ (and to any bulk quantity evaluated on D). The
variation of the tangent vectors is instead only due to the change in the embedding function:
δeµa = δXe
µ
a
Diffeomorphisms Under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism xµ → x′µ = xµ + ξµ(x), the
embedding coordinates of the sub-manifold change by δξX
µ = ξµ, so that
δξe
µ
a = ∂aξ
µ . (C.16)
The in form variations of the metric and the Christoffel symbols are
δξ,ggµν = −2∇(µξν) ,
δξ,gΓ
µ
νρ =
1
2
gµτ (∇νδggρτ +∇ρδggντ −∇τδggνρ) = ξσR µσ(νρ) −∇(ν∇ρ)ξµ .
(C.17)
The total variations of the same quantities follow the usual law:
δξgµν = −2∂(µξλgν)λ ,
δξΓ
µ
νρ = ∂σξ
µΓσνρ − ∂νξσΓµσρ − ∂ρξσΓµσν − ∂2νρξµ .
(C.18)
Inserting this into eq.s (C.10-C.14) we find in the end
δξγab = 0 ,
δξn
µ
I = n
λ
I ∂λξ
µ + ω′IJn
µJ ,
δξK
I
ab = ω
′
IJK
J
ab ,
δξµaIJ = −∇aω′IJ ,
(C.19)
with ω′IJ an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix.
26 Up to transverse rotations, these are just
the expected tensorial transformations: nµI is a vector, the other quantities are scalars.
26With respect to eq. (C.12) we have ω′IJ = −∂λξρnλ[InJ]ρ + ωIJ .
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Re-parametrizations Under an infinitesimal redefinition σa → σa + ζa(σ) of the coor-
dinates on D, the embedding functions change by δζXµ = −eµaζa. The bulk metric varies
just because of this shift in its argument:
δζgµν = −ζaeλa∂λgµν . (C.20)
The various quantities describing the geometry of D vary in form according to their tensor
structure in the indices a, b . . ., so in particular
δζe
µ
a = −∂aζbηµb − ζb∂beµa = −∇aζbeµb −KIabζbnµI + Γµbλeλaζb , (C.21)
where in the second step we introduced covariant derivatives and made use of eq. C.5.
Inserting eq.s (C.20),C.21) into eq.s (C.10-C.14) we find then
δζγab = −2∇(aζb) ,
δζn
µ
I = K
I
abe
µaζb + Γµλbn
λ
I ζ
b + ω′′IJn
µJ ,
δζK
I
ab = −2∇(aζcKIb)c − ζc∇cKIab + ω′′IJKJab ,
δζµaIJ = K
[Ib
a K
J ]
bc ζ
c − 1
2
ζcRcaIJ − ζcRc[IaJ ] −∇aω′′IJ ,
(C.22)
where ω′′IJ is an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix.
27
Weyl rescalings If we perform an arbitrary infinitesimal rescaling of the metric
δσgµν(X) = 2σ(X)gµν(X) , (C.23)
which does not affect the position X and the tangent vectors eµa , from eqs. (C.10-C.14) we
find
δσγab = 2σγab ,
δσn
µ
I = −σnµI + ωIJnµJ ,
δσK
I
ab = σK
I
ab − γabnµI∂µσ + ωIJKJab ,
δσµaIJ = −∇aωIJ .
(C.24)
27With respect to eq. (C.12) we have ω′′IJ = +ζ
cΓλcρnλ[In
ρ
J] + ωIJ .
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